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Web-controllable embedded systems

Abstract

This master thesis is concerned with Web controllable embedded systems. The project is done at
the Eindhoven Embedded System Institute (EESI). Dealing with embedded systems special
attention has to be paid to security, real-time constraints and resource constraints. The next
generation of embedded systems will be networked and we expect the Internet to playa big role
in that.

The work described in this thesis is part of a larger project called Web controllable Embedded
Systems, shortly Webes. The goals of this project include gathering experience in
interconnecting embedded systems by means of Internet technology, to explore the difficulties
and opportunities involved and to develop new concepts and key components. This larger project
is organised in three phases: building a demonstrator whose server is a Personal Computer,
building a real prototype with help of a processorboard, and finally concentrating the results
together with the new concepts into a single-chip solution.

This thesis especially describes the results of the first phase, including the software and hardware
architecture of the first prototype. Further, an inventory is given of the literature study done for
the second phase, including an inventory of the hardware and the several technologies to connect
an embedded system to the Internet. Further a new protocol is designed dealing with multiple
users. This is described and implemented.
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1. Introduction

Embedded systems are devices that are used to control, monitor or assist the operation of
equipment or machinery. Embedded'reflects the fact that they are an integral part of the system
(definition lEE). There are various examples of embedded systems, including power stations,
fuel services, signalling systems, patient monitoring systems, security systems, telephone
switches, etc. These examples are also real-time embedded systems. In fact, the real-time
behaviour of embedded systems is becoming more and more important. Web-controllable
embedded systems are embedded systems controlled via the Internet, for example the Web. The
Internet these days is a hot topic. The interest for connecting embedded systems to the Internet is
growing.

1.1. Aim ofthe project and the problem statement

The project has the aim to learn more about Web-controllable embedded systems and to gather
experience. The project will advance the usage of the Internet and of the Internet technology for
monitoring, management and control of embedded systems in a variety of application domains.
The project will focus on a restricted number of issues that presently constitute major obstacles
for taking full advantage of the Internet and of Internet technology, namely security
requirements, real-time constraints, and resource constraints. First there has to be made an
overview of the options and the obstacles of the Internet. For example one of the options of the
Internet, the software download system, will be treated. The next phase in the project is to start
building a prototype. A literature study of several components of the prototype has to be done. In
the first phase of the project the architecture is an important issue. Part of this architecture is
concerned with the development of a new protocol. An important item concerning with the
access to embedded systems is how to handle multiple users. Session-management can be used
solving this r"oblem. This new protocol for mutual exclusion and session-management has to be
described anJ implemented. This is done in the last part of this thesis.

1.2. Outline ofthe report

In the following chapter the assumptions at the beginning of the project are treated. Next the
advantages, the options and the complications of the Internet are discussed. Further an example
of a software download system is given. Security is a major obstacle for the Internet; therefore
firewalls and some architectures of firewalls will be discussed. In chapter 3 the basic idea and the
several components of a prototype of a Web-controllable embedded system are treated. This will
include the hardware, the operating system, the Web server and the last meter. Chapter 4 is an
overview of the strategy of the project that will be followed. The project consists of three
different phases that will be discussed. An important issue in the first phase of the project is the
architecture of the present prototype. This architecture will be discussed extensively in chapter 5.
Chapter 6 is an overview of the new protocol for mutual exclusion and session-management. In
the last chapter the conclusions and recommendations will be given.
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2. Controlling embedded systems by the Internet

The basic idea behind the project is having a clear understanding, whether it will be useful to
connect various kinds of embedded systems to the Internet, and if so, whether there are still
technical difficulties that could be researched. In the first section the assumptions at the start of
the project are given. Next, some advantages of the Internet are given. In the following sections a
survey of the options and the complications, that probably will arise when connecting an
embedded system to the Internet, are discussed.

2.1. The assumptions

At the start of the project two assumptions were made:

• The law of Moore will be continued,
• The growth of the Internet penetration will be sustained. The Internet protocols, like TCP/IP

(Transmission Control ProtocollInternet Protocol), will replace more and more proprietary
protocols.

These will be discussed below.

2.1.1. Moore's law

Gordon E. Moore wrote an article in the 35th anniversary issue of Electronics in 1965. He said
that the most cost-effective integrated circuits had roughly doubled in complexity each year since
1959. He predicted that microchips would contain 65000 components by 1975. This number of
components was a little too optimistic. The chip containing 65000 components did not appear
until 1981. But the continuing growth of the number of components that could be placed on a
microchip, held true for so long, that the prediction became known as Moore's law. It is expected
that the rule will be in force till within the first decade of this millennium. For more information
see [1].

When developing an embedded system is it reasonable to anticipate the achievements of Moore's
law. This will solve some of the processor capacity and some of the communication bandwidth
problems. On the other hand this will put special demands on the scalability of hardware and
software solutions.

2.1.2. The growth ofthe Internet penetration will be sustained

The second assumption means that the growth of the Internet penetration will be sustained, not
only for connecting research computers, workstations and personal computers, but also for
connecting devices, machines and other peripherals. The Internet pFotocols will replace more and
more proprietary protocols. This assumption is depicted in figure 1 on the next page. Network
printers and faxes are good examples where the Internet protocols already have replaced
proprietary protocols.
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Till a few years ago Internet was mostly used for transporting time-independent data. In the areas
of embedded systems it is still not yet customary to take the Internet technology as a starting
point. But at the beginning of the project the viewpoint was that this will happen sooner or later
and that many advantages will follow from that.

Millions
connected
personal
computers

Hundreds of
millions
connected
devices

o Peripheral or device

D Workstation or PC

o Mainframe or mini

TCPJIP
proprietary

Figure 1: Penetration of the Internet

2.2. Why Internet?

As mentioned above the advantages of the Internet nowadays will be discussed shortly. The
advantages are:

• Technical and scientific developments go faster when the Internet is involved. On the Web
communication and information is available worldwide. The information is accessible almost
anywhere, any time, and any place.

• The growth of the Internet is enormous. In the Netherlands three million people were
connected to the Internet at the end of the year 1999. In 2005, there will be 300 million
connections to the Internet worldwide. Another example is that in the continent Africa only
two countries are not connected to the Internet (Eritrea and Congo). Internet is the most used
medium nowadays.

• The support from big players is growing. Various real-time kernel suppliers already offer
embedded protocol stacks, embedded browsers and embedded Web servers. The Internet
market is growing.

• Many technologies are available to follow, including Java, JavaScript, XML (Extensible
Markup Language), WAP (Wireless Application Protocol, see 3.4.13), etc.

• Further, via Internet all kinds of target groups, including youth, businesspeople and
housewives can be reached.
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2.3. The options

Three options are considered, namely telemonitoring and control, software download and
intelligent behaviour. These three options are treated in more detail below.

2.3.1. Telemonitoring and control

Considering the option telemonitoring and control there are three things to consider:
1. On-off control for energy and emergency: it could be a great advantage to do the on-off

switching of a system remotely, for example in the case when the system is in a hard-to-reach
place. An example of a system that can be controlled remotely is the DIMES electron
microscope. Several schools can control the microscope by logging in. The advantage here is
that only one microscope is necessary and so it is not necessary for every school to buy an
expensive microscope, see [2] for more information.

2. Adjustment of process-control parameters: most production processes are very complex
and are parameterised, because of differences in customer's orders and fluctuation in the raw
materials, etc. There are two ways to change the control process:
• Change the whole production process by replacing the algorithm, this is done by

changing the software (see software download).
• Assignment to certain parameters. This makes only sense when the process is

parameterised or table-driven.
3. Status monitoring and data collection: the embedded systems are often part of a system

that delivers certain services, so status monitoring and data collection are important in many
applications. The following sub-options are important:
• Billing is probably the most important sub-option. A regular contact between the service

provider and the device can transfer the data necessary for the provider to perform
billing.

• Statistics, quality control and production data are also important. If the provider knows
information about these items, he has a clear view of the quality and quantity of the
products he is selling. Knowing these he can reacts at it.

• Fleet management refers to the situation that a company, especially the service-oriented
company, exploits a number of similar devices, which are hired or bought by customers.
It is an advantage then, to have a survey of the precise status of each device, which
software components are installed, whether the device is in use or not, etc.

• Remote diagnostics can save travelling time of the engineers. Nowadays the engineers
have to go the device if a problem arise, come up with a diagnosis, go back to the office,
get the right spare parts and then return to perform the actual repair work. This time can
be saved.

• Back up and recovery can lead to cost reduction and savings. Back-up data can be stored
on a remote computer. This means that the embedded systems itself can be smaller and
cheaper.

• Planning ofmaintenance means that the device's statistics and production history are
used to predict the right maintenance of the device.
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2.3.2. Software download

Nowadays it is possible to download software for a Personal Computer. An option for the future
is to download software to and from an embedded system. There are more options, including:
1. Bug fixing: a bug is a coding error in a computer program. It would be an advantage if the

bug can be fixed by downloading software, so that the trip to the device can be saved. This is
especially the case when the device is in a hard to reach place.

2. Customisation: if a company has the possibility to download various kinds of software to a
device, it can pay attention to the needs of their customers. A customer can also compose the
software packet he wants. So the provider does not have to make all kind of products, the
customer can create them by himself by downloading different software. Think of user
interface style, language, installation of frequently used software functions, etc.

3. Product family architecting: a lot of companies have a wide range of products that belong
to the same family, but have all kind of different software. The company can have one basic
product, with all kind of functionality due to different software. So the technical diversity is
relatively small, while the commercial diversity is large. This is more or less the description
of the ESAPS project, see [3].

4. Software component marketing: the idea is that the company delivers its software in
components. The customer can buy one or more components from a company, but also buy
another component from a third party. This is made possible by the creation of different
standard component-languages like COM or DCOM.

5. Selling new features in software: with adding or replacing new software to an existing
device, a whole new feature can be made. It is not necessary to replace the whole device.

6. Incremental delivery of software: when the possibility for software download is available,
the company has the possibility to sell a feature of which the software is not 100 percent
ready. Later the company can add the existing software. Another possibility is that the
customer sells a cheaper version of the product. Later if he has more money or is interested in
more functionality, he is able to download the adding software to extend the product.

To give an idea how to take care of software download, an example of a software download
system is treated extensively in the appendix A. This is a patent and is just an example how such
system could look like.

2.3.3. Intelligent behaviour

Embedded systems can show intelligent behaviour when they use, for example, data from other
systems. There will be considered two options, using data resources on the Web and using data
through a connection with other embedded systems. This is explained below.
1. Using data resources on the Web: as mentioned before, using the data resources on the

Web can add intelligence to a device. Some possibilities are:
• Customer behaviour analysis: if a company has a lot of information about the behaviour

of his customers (or maybe a new target group), it has a clearer view of the market. The
company knows the requests of the clients and can probably deliver a better service.
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• Competitor behaviour analysis: the device can collect all kind of information and react
on the changes of the market. An example in the telecommunication branch is to avoid
heavy traffic.

• Environmental data: not only information about the customers and the market is relevant,
but also some environmental data can be important. Some examples are:

Raw material costs: this could be used to minimize the costs of production. An
example of this is a car, driving on both LPG and petrol.
Traffic predictions: think of for example navigation systems or traffic lights.
Weather predictions: knowing the prediction of the weather is useful for embedded
systems in weather depended fields like horticulture, in greenhouses, etc.

2. Connecting to other embedded systems:
• Warehousing: refers to the situation that several embedded systems are interconnected

and exchanging relevant information. The relevant information is put together and this
can improve the overall efficiency.

• Just-in-time delivery: if contact is made with other embedded systems, information about
the supply can be available. This information can be used to attempt for a minimised
buffer capacity.

• Cashing and sharing oflarge data sets: several product lines can make use of one large
data set. The obvious advantage of this is consistency of all relevant data in use in the
production facility. This can also be used for back up, the back-up server needs not be in
the local machine. Normally the backup facilities are much easier implemented using a
single data set, with Internet access.

2.4. The complications

In the previous chapter the (optional) benefits were discussed, the present chapter is about the
technical difficulties that certainly will arise. Maybe some more complications will arise during
the project. The following complications will be treated below security, feature interaction and
conceptual integrity, real-time constraints and resource constraints.

2.4.1. Security

Probably the most important complication is security. There can be considered various kinds of
security problems, including:
1. Data confidentiality: between companies a lot of competitions is present. It is important for

a company that the transported data is protected against the competitor. Further the data
about clients, including the identity and various information about the person, should be
protected.

2. Access control and authentication: the embedded system must only be accessible for those
that have permission. The server has to determine, for example via IP-address or password, if
the client can continue.

3. User-friendliness of key handling: it is not the intention that every time the program is
started there must be filled in passwords. The program has to be user-friendly and plain.

8
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4. Keeping pace with hackers and crackers: in this world almost nothing is safe for crackers
and hackers. Therefore it is necessary to protect against them. The distribution of MP3 files
is an example of the vulnerability of the protection.

5. Respecting national and international regulations: all countries have different rules and
laws. Since some companies are selling worldwide, they have to deal with these regulations.

6. Keeping pace with trends and standardisation: these days are a lot of trends and
standards, it is recommended to follow some of these. Some examples of standards are:
• DES: Data Encryption Standard (DES) is widely used method of data-encryption using a

private (secret) key. DES applies a 56-bit key to each 64-bit block of data. There are 72
quadrillion possible encryption keys that can be used.

• RSA: Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) is an Internet encryption and authentication system.
The RSA algorithm is the most commonly used encryption and authentication protocol
and is included as part of the Web browsers from for example Netscape Navigator and
Microsoft's Internet Explorer. The algorithm involves multiplying two large prime
numbers and through additional operations deriving a set of two numbers that constitutes
the public key and another set that is the private key. Once the keys have been developed,
the original prime numbers are no longer important and can be discarded. Both the public
and the private keys are needed for encryption/decryption but only the owner of a private
key ever needs to know it.

• PGP: Pretty Oood Privacy (POP) is a popular program used to encrypt and decrypt e
mail over the Internet. POP uses a variation of the public key system. It uses a faster
encryption algorithm to encrypt the message and then uses the public key to encrypt the
shorter key that was used to encrypt the entire message. Both the encrypted message and
the short key are sent to the receiver who first uses the receiver's private key to decrypt
the short key and then uses that key to decrypt the message.

• Firewalls: a firewall is a set of related programs, located at a network gateway server,
which protects the resources of a private network from users from other networks.
Basically, a firewall, working closely with a router program, filters all network packets to
determine whether to forward them toward their destination. It can make use of several
methods. A simple one is to screen requests to make sure they come from acceptable
domain names and IP-addresses. In section 2.6 firewalls will be explained more
extensively.

2.4.2. Feature interaction and conceptual integrity

A feature is an optional unit or increment of functionality. A feature interaction is some way in
which a feature or features modify or influence another feature in defining overall system
behaviour [4]. Feature interaction can have a great influence to the system behaviour. Often the
consequences are negative for the system behaviour. This can have many causes. Some of them
are:
1. Many new possibilities and options: new features are often stimulated by new technology.

New technology brings new obstacles that have to be eliminated. Further more and more
features and services are becoming developed by other parties and more and more standards
are available. It is better having a small vocabulary of input and output signals. The fewer
standards, the less can go wrong.

9
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2. Several access levels for users: there must be taken care of that a user sometimes has access
to a higher level, while another user has not. This can give problems, there has to be a clear
communication between features. It is expected that many of the operations and maintenance
tasks can be solved by using the SNMP (Simple Network Mail Protocol).

3. Multiple simultaneous users: another problem could be if multiple simultaneous users all
want to have access to the same function of the system or access to the same device. If
several people want to increase and decrease the speed of a device, for example a conveyor
belt, the behaviour of the belt becomes unpredictable. More of mutual exclusion and session
management in section 5.3.9.

4. Distribution: distributed systems have various features interacting with each other, so
especially by distributed embedded systems is need to take care. The problems of distributed
systems are well known: because of the unpredictable transfer-time for data transfer from one
computer to another, there is no concept of "the state of the system", not even a notion of
global time. If one piece of information is duplicated the problem is that it will have one
value in one computer and another value at another computer at the same time. Avoiding this
is known as conceptual integrity.

In the telecommunication, feature interaction is an important issue. Especially the Intelligent
Network allows rapid changes in the services and the functionality of these services. Some
solutions involve a generic run-time feature interaction manager (FIM) concept to manage
feature interactions in a live network. For more information, see [5].

2.4.3. Real-time constraints

The issues are discussed here, namely speed and predictability of high level languages and the
robustness and locality of control loops.
1. Robustness and locality of control loops: as mentioned before the idea is to use parameters

to change a process, so there is no need to change the whole process. A condition is that the
control loops are robust and placed correctly in the process. The most important issue is that
the Web is not in the control loop. The control loop best runs local and not in the remote
client since there are no guarantees about the response time of the Internet connection.

2. Speed and predictability of high-level languages: the predictability of lower-level
languages is better than high-level languages. The Internet uses mostly high-level languages,
including Perl, HTML, Java, C++, etc.

2.4.4. Resource constraints

It is the intention that in the last phase of the project the embedded controller is built-in in the
embedded system and has an Internet connection. There are two important complications:
1. The problem of the last meter: in what way the embedded system is connected with the

Internet is often called the problem of the last meter. ISDN, Ethernet, etc are important
examples. Several technologies and their options have to be researched. See section 3.4. for
an inventory of the technologies.

10
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2. Size and cost of the processor: one of the most important issues is the prize of the
embedded system. People are not willing to pay a lot more than the actual price of a device,
only to make it Web-controllable. This especially depends on the price and cost of the
processor. An overview of several processors is given in section 3.1. and in the appendices.

2.5. Firewalls

Firewalls protect networks against insecure Internet services. A firewall is placed between the
internal and the external network and controls access to the Internet. The system consists of
software and hardware components and management activities. Firewalls have the following
properties:

• All the traffic must pass the firewall.
• Only the specific traffic that is allowed passes through.
• The system itself is immune to penetration.

Some of the advantages of firewalls are:
• Unsecured Internet services can be rejected by firewalls.
• Firewalls can protect on a certain level, depending on the company's security policy.
• Firewalls support the company in the chosen security policy.

Some of the disadvantages of firewalls are:
• They only support the TCPIIP protocol, not higher level protocols.
• Firewalls can not protect against all the data that is passed through; for example it can happen

that a virus is included in a ftp-file.
• There is no protection within the network, because firewalls are placed at the external

gateway.
• Some data can avoid the firewall. The firewall can refuse access to the whole World Wide

Web via Ethernet, but maybe there is a possibility to use a telephone line instead.

A firewall is combination of several components, including packet filters and the application
level gateways. These two components will be discussed in the next sections.

2.5.1. Packet filters

One of the components of the firewall is the packet filter. The router in a firewall that uses
packet filtering is called a screening router. The router routes the traffic between internal and
external routers according to the company policy. Packet filtering works at the network layer.
The screening router is placed at the external gateway. It makes the decisions based on the
information stored in the packet's header, including:
1. The IP source and destination address; a company can for example only allow IP-addresses

within the company.
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2. The TCPIUDP (User Datagram Protocol) source and destination address; the company can
except only the Internet services they want, for example only mail. The firewall then rejects
all other ports, except port 25, the Simple Mail Transfer protocol port.

Some decisions are made based on information that is not in the header, like the source and
destination interfaces.

2.5.2. Application level gateways

Application level gateways are application programs stationed at the firewall host. They are used
as protection between the user and the Internet. No direct connection with the World Wide Web
is made, but a connection to the application level gateway. Application level gateways work at
the application layer. They use the policy: "deny everything except the data that is exclusively
allowed". The first kind of application level gateways is the application level proxies, which
understand the application protocol. They can control all the incoming and outgoing traffic. They
can for example block FTP PUT commands, but permit FTP GET commands.

Circuit level gateways are another type of the application level gateways, which don't look at the
application protocols. They authenticate the user before making a connection. Circuit level
gateways are notable to perform additional filtering functions, defined by the protocol.

2.5.3. Architectures offirewalls

Because the application level gateways work on the network and the application layer they can
control the incoming and outgoing traffic more precisely. The combination of the components
makes the firewall a very efficient security control. A few examples of architectures are treated
below.

Dual homed host

The dual homed host architecture is the simplest firewall architecture. In figure 2 the architecture
is given. The dual homed host is a computer with two network-interfaces. The internal network
is connected with one interface, the Internet with the other interface. The two networks can be
connected with each other just like with a router, the difference is that here with a dual homed
host the routing function is deactivated, so TCPIIP traffic is blocked between the two networks.

Figure 2: The dual homed host architecture
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The dual homed host has no routing function so the two networks are isolated and can not
communicate with each other. The host can see traffic on both networks. The dual homed host is
often called a Bastion host. It has to be proxied; otherwise it can not provide services. If it is not
possible to proxy, the screened host or the screened subnet architectures are the options. A great
disadvantage is that if an attacker passes trough the dual homed host, the whole network is
accessible for the attacker because there are no further security walls.
Screened host

In the architecture of the screened host the packet filter is the primary security. This is depicted
in figure 3. Further a Bastion host for the normal application in the internal network is placed.
This Bastion host is the only host accessible from the Internet. Also the outgoing traffic must
through the Bastion host. The screened host architecture has the same disadvantage as the dual
homed host architecture, namely if the screened host compromises, the whole network is open.

Workstation Workstation

Figure 3: The screened host architecture

Three homed host

The three homed host architecture consists of three network-interfaces, isolated from each other.
The third network-card is for the construction of a Secure Server Network (SSN). This SSN
protect servers that are accessible for everyone, for example a WWW-server. The server can be
placed in the external site of the firewall, in the insecure part. Another possibility is placing the
server in the secure part of the network. In this situation, the SSN can be used as a total
protection for the server. Again, the same disadvantage is valid as by the dual homed host
architecture and the screened host.
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WWW-server Mail-server

Figure 4: the three homed architecture

Screened subnet

In the screened subnet architecture, both the dual homed host architecture and the screened host
architecture are combined. This is shown in picture 5. Again, a Secure Server Network is placed.
The screened subnet architecture can be made with an external screening router and a dual
homed host, with an internal screening router and a dual homed host, or with two screening
routers (one internal and one external) and a dual homed host. By placing independent
components after each other, a higher security-level is created. An attacker must pass two
security walls, in the case of two screening routers, three security walls.

Firewall

Figure 5: the screened suhnet architecture
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As shown several options are available to secure Web-controllable embedded systems using
firewalls. Which architecture of a firewall to choose is dependent how good the security has to
be. In some cases the dual homed host will be good enough. In other cases a screened subnet is
necessary. This is dependent of the size of the embedded system and the contents of the
information of the system.
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3. The basic Idea

The aim of the project is learning something about Web-controllable embedded systems. To get
a clear view about the possibilities and the difficulties of the controlling an embedded system via
the Internet there will be built a stand-alone prototype with a connection to the Internet. The
basic idea is depicted in figure 6.

Client PC

1. Hardware
2. Operating System
3. Web server
4. Connection ES-chip

Figure 6: The basic idea

On the left side of the picture, several users with Personal Computers are shown. The users can
also connect with the Internet using workstations, WAP telephones, etc. In the following the
assumption is made that the client use PCs. On these PCs Web browsers are running with which
a connection to the Internet can be made. This can be any user anywhere in the world. The
connection between PC and the Internet does not matter here. This can be ISDN, Ethernet, or
some other technology. The cloud represents the Internet in al his forms. On the right side, the
web-controllable embedded system is depicted. Which embedded system for the basic idea is
chosen is not interesting for this phase of the discussion.

As shown in the picture the Web-controllable embedded system consists of a built-in chip, on
which a Web server and probably an operating system are installed and the embedded system
itself. The Web server has a homepage where a client can log in and thus make a connection to
the embedded system. Which protocols are used and how the communication exactly works will
be discussed in chapter 5. Which connection to choose between the embedded system and the
Internet is often called the problem of the last meter. In section 3.4. several technologies will be
discussed and will be decided which of the possibilities are the most attractive technologies,
especially for this project. Further there must be a connection between the chip and the
embedded system. The parallel and the serial port are two of the possibilities that will be treated
in section 3.5.

The project consists of three phases. In the first phase, the chip is still a normal computer. In the
second phase, a processor board will replace the computer. An inventory of this processor board
is given in the next section. The memory on the processor board is limited in comparison with
the normal Personal Computer. In this phase, the choice of the operating system and the Web
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server becomes important. Several operating systems and the choice of the Web server are
discussed in sections 3.2. and 3.3. In the last phase of the project, a single chip will replace the
processor board. These phases are treated in chapter 4. At the time writing this thesis, the first
phase is completed and several studies for the second phase have been undertaken and
documented here. The third phase is outside the scope of the present thesis.

3.1. The hardware

As mentioned before, in the first phase a Personal Computer replaces the built-in chip of the
third phase. What kind of computer does not matter. In the second phase a processor board will
replace the Personal Computer. For choosing the right processor for the second phase, a literature
study by the Internet is done. The following hardware is researched:

• ADS: Thin Client Single Board computer
• AMD: K6E microprocessor
• ARM: ARM development board
• Motorola: MC145576
• Philips semiconductors: XA-series
• Philips semiconductors: 51LPC evaluation kit
• Philips semiconductors: MIPS
• The SBC-MediaGXfrom Cyrix

After weighting price and quality against each other the SBC-MediaGX is bought. A short
description of this processor board and its features is given below. The other researched
hardware is treated in appendix B.

3.1.1. The SBC-MediaGX

The SBC-MediaGX is a Pentium class single board computer. It has all standard PC interfaces
and all kinds of multimedia features, including Video, Ethernet, Flash disk, USB (Universal
Serial Bus) and sound blaster interfaces. It supports all kind of different operating systems,
including DOS, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, Windows CE, QNX and Linux. The
processor board is available with a development kit. With the development kit it is easier to get
familiar with the board and it helps by developing an application. The development kit includes
all kinds of extras, including CD-ROM support, various adapter cables, and a mouse. The
features of the processor board are treated on the next page.

Figure 7: The SBC-MediaGX
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Features:

Processor: Pentium performance Cyrix MediaGX 233 :MHz
Cache: lk Ll write-back cache
Chipset: Cyrix Cx5530 I/O Companion Chip
Memory: Flash: Intel Strata, 16 Mbytes DRAM: 168-pin DIMM socket, 32 Mbytes
Video: 2Mbytes SDRAM Video Memory
Drive support: FDD, HDD, Silicon Disk in Flash
Network support: 10/100 Base-TX Ethernet
USB: 2xUSB ports
110 ports: 4x16550 fast serial ports; 3xRS232, lxRS232/422/485
PC peripherals: Keyboard, Mouse, LPT, GPIO
Size: 146x203 mm
Power requirements: +5V only operation

For more information about Arcom and the SBC-Media processor board, including outline,
connectors, links and all other features, see appendix C. For more information see
http://www.arcom.co.uk/SBC_MediaGX.html.

3.2. The operating system

The task of an operating system (OS) is to allocate and control the various resources of the
computer, including the processor, the on-board memory, disk drives, keyboards, graphic cards,
monitors and the processor board to perform useful tasks. The operating system is the master
controller of the computer. The operating systems that have been researched are:

• UNIX
• LINUX
• DOS
• Windows 98
• Windows NT
• Windows CE
• VXWorks

The researched operating systems are treated in the following sections. At the end of the chapter
a table with all memory requirements is given.

3.2.1. UNIX

UNIX, first Unics- Uniplexed Information and Computing System, became the first operating
systems written in the C language. The UNIX environment and the client/server program model
have been important elements in the development of the Internet. UNIX has an excellent
connectivity and is very reliable. Unix supports several programs running at a time and also
supports multiple users simultaneously. This means that remote access servers can be
implemented using any UNIX-based system.
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Other advantages are:

• Fast executing of programs
• Free software is available

Some disadvantages are:

• There exist many versions of UNIX, so software producers have to take several versions to
cover the greatest number of users. Users must recompile applications to execute them in a
different system.

• UNIX has no graphic standard.
• UNIX is a large operating system; disk space may vary from 20 Mb up to 300 Mb.

Presently, UNIX is the workhorse of the academic community, Internet servers and CAD tools
for ICs.

3.2.2. Linux

Linux is an UNIX-like operating system that was designed to provide Personal Computer users a
free operating system. Linux is a very efficient and fast-performing system. It includes a
graphical user interface, TCPIIP, editors, and other components. The advantage of Linux is that it
is highly reliable and flexible. Further, it works great with TCPIIP and other stuff dealing with
networks. The disadvantage of Linux is that it requests a lot of perseverance to work with; it
takes a lot of time to learn working with Linux. In comparison with for example Windows it is
less user-friendly, although this is not an issue yet for embedded applications. Another
disadvantage is the high memory requirement.

3.2.3. DOS

Disk operating system (DOS) was the first operating system that was widely installed on
Personal Computers. There are two version of DOS, namely MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk operating
system) and PC-DOS (Personal Computer DOS). MS-DOS was the Microsoft marketed version
of PC-DOS, but there are no really differences worth mentioning. DOS is a non-graphical, line
oriented and command-driven operating system, which is relatively simple and not as user
friendly as Windows. Some advantages of DOS are:

• DOS runs on every PC, it does not matter if it is an 8086 XT or a Pentium.
• DOS has a text interface: in comparison to environments like Windows, often an action can

be performed with just one short command line. In DOS it is easier to set up and configure
the computer. Only two text files, including CONFIG.SYS and AOTOEXEC.BAT, have to
be written.

• The system is kept clean: operating systems like Windows use shared files. By deleting
programs, often all sorts of files remain in the directories.
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Some disadvantages are:

• DOS can only use conventional memory directly: DOS was designed to run on an 8086 XT.
Due engineering limitations the storage or memory addresses were limited to a maximum of
one megabyte.

• DOS is a single-tasking operating system: it is not possible to use multiple tasks.
• By now DOS has to be considered obsolete, although it's relicts can still be found in the

architecture of Windows 98 and Windows CEo

3.2.4. Windows NT

Windows NT is a fast operating system and delivers a fully integrated file/print and application
server environment. The operating system provides graphical user interfaces. Some of the
advantages of Windows NT are:

• The reliability of Windows NT; the chance that the PC stops working is small. It is
researched that for example in comparison with Windows 95 the computers running
Windows NT and stop working is less than half that of computers running 95.

• Security; Microsoft has improved the security of Windows NT in comparison with earlier
versions.

• Windows NT has a good Internet access; the operating system has all the standard TCPIIP
components like FIP, Telnet, Ping and IPConfig.

Some of the disadvantages of Windows NT are cost and because it's relatively new it has some
technical troubles and less support. Again the memory requirements are high. Windows NT is an
obvious choice, next to UNIX for large, expensive professional embedded systems.

3.2.5. Windows 98

Windows 98 is also an operating system made by Microsoft. Windows 98 is a very user-friendly
operating system. In comparison with Windows 95 it has an improved reliability, but no
compelling new features. In comparison to Windows NT, Windows NT offers greater stability
and functionality and more robust security features than Windows 98. The advantages of
Windows 98 are:

• It has complete Internet access; the operating system has good Internet access and all TCPIIP
standard components like FIP, Telnet, IPConfig, etc.

• A lot of tools for Windows 98 are available.
• It has hot plug and play.
• It has an improved gaming experience (in comparison with earlier versions).

A disadvantage of Windows 98 is the vulnerability to hacking. Another disadvantage is that the
operating system requires a lot of hard disk space.
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3.2.6. Windows CE

Windows CE is an operating system from Microsoft, small enough to fit into ROM. It is 32-bits,
multitasking and multithreaded. Over 70 modules and components are available in Windows CE
with which the Operating System, needed for the equipment, can be build. Only the required
pieces need to be chosen, leading to a reduction of size and complexity of the operating system.
Some other advantages of Windows CE are:

• Communication: Windows CE supports lot of standards communication protocols, including
Windows Sockets, TCPIIP, SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol), RAS (Remote Access
Service), USB, etc.

• Windows CE has a user-friendly user interface: it provides built in functionality for menus,
buttons, scroll, graphics, etc.

• It is relatively cheap: both in terms of licensing costs, and development tools.

Disadvantages are:

• Windows CE is not (yet) a hard real time system: there is no absolute guarantee for an
absolute response time. Version 3.0 will be a hard real-time operating system (according to
Microsoft).

• Windows CE does not support full-scale applications: for example Office'97 is only
available in pocket versions.

Windows CE can be an obvious choice for relatively small and cheap embedded systems, which
do not have high real-time constraints.

3.2.7. VXWorks

The VXWorks run-time system is a high performance real-time operating system (RTOS). It is
specifically developed for complex real-time and embedded applications on a wide variety of
target processors. The three components that are included in VXWorks are:
• a high performance scalable real-time operating system which executes on a target processor;
• a set of powerful cross-development tools which are used on a host development system;
• and a full range of communications software options such as Ethernet for the target

connection to the host.

Several versions of VXWorks are available for different kind of processors, including Motorola,
Intel and ANID. The great advantage of VXWorks is that it runs stand-alone on one processor.
The disadvantage of VXWorks is that it is expensive and little free support is available.
VXWorks is the market leader in the area of operating systems for embedded systems.
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3.2.8. Overview memory requirements

An overview of the overall memory requirements is shown in table!. The results can differ from
other

System Disk-space Memory (smallest)
UNIX 20-300 Mb
Linux 40Mb 2Mb
DOS 100Mb 2Mb
Windows 98 200Mb 24Mb
Windows NT 125Mb 12Mb
Windows CE 350Kb <32Kb
VXWorks A few Kb AfewKb

Table 1: Memory requirements

In Appendix D an overview of the links to several homepages of the different operating systems
is given.

3.3. The Web server

When connecting appliances and devices to the Internet they can be increasingly powerful and
complex. Every day more and more applications with Internet protocols are available and more
and more operating systems are becoming real-time. A Web server can be used to get a universal
method to access and control. The browser is used as the client. Through the Web server the
device can provide remote access and control. There are two kinds of Web servers: the server
based and the embedded Web server. In stead of the server-based Web servers, for example the
Sambar Web server, there are only a few embedded Web servers. Server-based Web servers have
different requirements as embedded Web servers. Some requirements for server-based Web
servers are: it can write to multiple logs, it has remote maintenance and it has a search engine.
The requirements for embedded Web servers are treated below.

The requirements for the embedded Web servers are:
• Small memory footprint. This is one of the most important requirements. The Web server

must use little memory because most of the embedded systems have to be small and at least
cheap.

• Strong support for dynamic generation of Web pages. When dealing with server-based Web
servers, usually a Web site will have vast stores of static pages. The embedded server on the
other hand will mostly generate Web pages on demand. The pages display all sort of
information about the device including status, results of sensors and local data.

• Easy device integration. For the hardware engineers the most important issue is to come to
market as fast as possible. Therefore it is a need for engineers that the servers integrate
easily. There are two parts integrating a Web server:

1. Integrating the Web server application into the operating system. This is most easily
accomplished when source code is available.
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2. Integrating device access functions into the Web server. Standards as Active Server Pages
(ASP) and JavaScript enable dynamic data from device functions to be linked to Web
pages for easy access. An ASP is an HTML page that is processed on the Web server
before it is send to the user.

• Support for devices without a file system. Still there exist devices that are willing to be made
Web-controllable but don't have a disk access or permanent storage. A possibility for these
devices is a method of storing Web pages in ROM. Embedded Web servers should be able to
compile Web pages and then link the page object into the resulting executable.

• Portability to new platforms and CPU architectures. Nowadays the engineers move from one
hardware project to another. A portable Web server is an advantage.

3.3.1 GoAhead Web server 2.0

A good choice for an embedded Web server might be the GoAhead embedded Web server 2.0.
The GoAhead Web server is a fast portable free embedded Web server, especially developed for
embedded devices. It's open source and has a small footprint. It requires 60K RAM and the Web
pages can be stored in ROM or in a file system. The GoAhead Web server supports several
leading standards, including Active Server Pages, HTTP 1.0 and some elements of HTTP 1.1.
Further it delivers in-memory CGI processing and embedded JavaScript for efficient dynamic
Web page creation. In section 5.3. CGI and Java are explained shortly. The GoAhead Web server
also supports Windows CE.

3.4. The problem ofthe last meter

A digital network is a collection of electronic devices, connected through a digital connection
[6]. In addition, the inhome network is linked to the outside world by an access network. An
example is an ISDN connection to a computer. How to connect the digital network, in phase two
the processor board, with the outside world, here the Internet, is called the problem of the last
meter. There are various technologies for the problem of the last meter. In this chapter an
overview of the most interesting technologies for our project is given. Further it is explained why
the technology is or is not interesting for the project.

3.4.1. The Shared Wireless Access Protocol

The Shared Wireless Access Protocol (SWAP) is the first industry-wide initiative to establish
wireless technology as a basis for home networking products. It is designed to provide a wireless
link between computers and consumer devices. SWAP is an open standard, using Transport
Control Protocol and Internet Protocol structures. The data communication rate of SWAP is
about 1 Mbps. SWAP is operating in the 2.4-gigahertz band, using a digital frequency hopping
spread spectrum radio. The 2.4-gigahertz band is a public, unlicensed frequency that is strong
enough to transmit up to few hundred of meters. SWAP can support up to 127 devices per
network. It is especially a good choice for small offices and home offices. The biggest
disadvantage of SWAP is the high cost.
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3.4.2. Infrared

The infrared laser communication operates at speeds up to 155 Mbps. Think of it as fibre without
the cable. One benefit of infrared is that it has low power consumption due to the short duration
of the light pulses. For continuous data transfer the high power consumption during the light
emission becomes a problem for hand-held devices. Another disadvantage is that the receiver
and transmitter have to be in each other's sight. For stand-alone devices this technology is not
the first choice.

3.4.3. Fibre Optics

Fibres Optics (FO) based connections are communication links with low delays and very high
bandwidth. Fibre has a high giga-bit per second potential. Cables of optical fibres can be smaller
and lighter than conventional cables using copper wires or coaxial tubes. In the cables light is
rapidly switched on and off, sending a digital signal. When a short pulse of light is shown into
the fibre, it can travel down the fibre in several different pathways depending on the core
diameter and the wavelength of the light pulse. The way the light is transmitted down the fibre
and switched on and off at different pulse rates is how data is communicated through the optic.
Optical fibres are immune to electromagnetic interference. They also require fewer repeaters
over a given distance than copper wire does. Unfortunately there are two disadvantages, namely
the high price at this moment and the more difficult installation. Due these disadvantages this
technology is inconvenient for our project, although in future a FO infrastructure in the house
will playa role.

3.4.4. Plastic Optical Fibres

Plastic Fibre Optics (POF) is a variant of the normal Fibre Optics (FO). It is much cheaper and
easier to install. In contrast to FO, POF is made of thick fibres. Plastic Optical Fibre can deliver
bandwidth speed up to three gigabits per second. POF is easy to connect. A disadvantage in
comparison to fibre is that the attenuation of POF is higher than that of glass. A lot of testing and
improving is still going on concerning POF.

The High Performance Radio Local Area Network (HIPERLAN) is designed for wireless local
area. HIPERLAN type 2 is a promising technology for R-LAN (Radio Local Area Networks). It
has a bandwidth up to 25 Mbps over an IP network or an ATM network. H/2 will be the first
wireless LAN with full support of quality of service for different network types, providing at the
same time interoperability from different vendors. It is available since the end of 1999. The
disadvantage of HIPERLAN is again the high cost. Maybe in the future this technology becomes
interesting for the project.
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3.4.6. ADSL

The Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) is a high-speed transmission technology to
reuse the existing copper wires. It is asymmetric in the sense that the capacity is higher when it is
coming at the end user, than when it is leaving. ADSL delivers downstream speeds of 1.5 to 6
Mbps and upstream speeds of 640 Kbps to 1 Mbps. It works by dividing the bandwidth of copper
telephone lines into different frequency ranges, known as carriers. This enables several different
simultaneous signals on the same data wire. The disadvantage of this technology is that the
infrastructure in our homes is neither unifonn nor predictable. This might give problems
designing robust systems.

3.4.7. USB

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a cable bus that transports data between a host and all kinds
of peripherals. It is fast, bi-directional and isochronous. The USB has a data speed up to 12 Mbps
but also has a low-cost sub channel at 1.5 Mbps. With USB the possibility to connect up to 127
devices via a serial bus to the Personal Computer is available. USB supports hot plug and play
and its interfaces are simple and cost efficient. USB is suitable for device bandwidths ranging
from a few Kbps to several Mbps. This means it is suitable for real-time data, including data for
voice, audio and compressed video. USB is very easy to use; there is a single model for cabling
and connectors. The peripherals can be attached, configured, used and detached the same time
the host and other peripherals are running. Further an error handling and fault-correcting
mechanism are built into the protocol.

3.4.8. Bluetooth

Bluetooth is a specification that describes how devices, think of computers, mobile phones, etc.,
interconnect with each other using a short-range wireless connection. It's a universal radio
interface in the 2.45 GHz frequency band. This is a license-free radio band and open to any radio
system. Nowadays the data rate is about 1Mbps, in the future this will be 2 Mbps. Bluetooth can
support an asynchronous data channel, up to three simultaneous voice channels, or a channel that
simultaneous supports asynchronous data and synchronous voice. Each device will have a
microchip tranceiver that transmits and receives in the frequency band that is available globally.
Bluetooth radios uses frequency-hop (PH) spread spectrum, since this technology support low
cost, low-power radio implementations. Because Bluetooth radio hops faster and uses shorter
packets than other systems, it is more robust. Nowadays the costs are too high to combine the
technology with the project. Maybe in the continuation of the project Bluetooth is a good choice.
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3.4.9. Ethernet

Ethernet is especially suitable for Local Area Networks (LAN). The data speed of Ethernet is 10
Mbps. It is widely the most installed and the most popular technology for departmental networks.
Ethernet uses coax or unshielded twisted pair lines. With an Ethernet network there is no central
controller, every Ethernet computer works alone, independent of others. This is an advantage: if
a computer stops working, this will not effect other computers. The attached computers are all
connected via a shared media. A computer first listens to the media before sending to the
attached computers. It uses the CSMAlCD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Detect)
mechanism, so every computer has fair access to the medium. A disadvantage is that when there
are more users, there is an increased chance for collision. This directly means increasing average
time required for information to be transmitted, so it is less suitable for real-time communication.
Ethernet is especially suitable for non-priority communication, like e-mail or ftp.

3.4.10. Fast Ethernet

Fast Ethernet is a lot faster than Ethernet; the data speed is up to 100 Mbps. Fast Ethernet uses
the same CSMAlCD media access method as Ethernet. Therefore an Ethernet network can easily
be upgraded to Fast Ethernet. Simply replace the Ethernet adapters and hubs with faster ones. A
hub is a place where data arrives from one or more directions and is forwarded out in one or
more directions. Most processor boards have Ethernet / Fast Ethernet connections and it is
widely installed. This makes Fast Ethernet an interesting technology to use, but just as with
Ethernet, it is less suitable for real-time communication.

3.4.11. ISDN

The official definition of Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) from lTV Study Group
XVIII - 1988 is a network evolved from the telephony Integrated Digital Network (IDN) that
provides end-to-end digital connectivity to support a wide variety of services, to which users
have access by a limited set of standard multipurpose customer interfaces. ISDN can be used
using the old twisted-pair copper telephone lines. Three conversations at a time can be achieved,
through the same line. Further there can be connected eight different devices to the same line and
each can be given as many separate telephone numbers as needed. ISDN can be used between
different PBXs (Public Branch eXchange), in distributed systems, in a Local Area Network
(LAN) and in a Wide Area Network (WAN). ISDN is suitable for all kind of data, including
inexpensive video conferencing and remote broadcasting. ISDN uses two kind of channels,
namely the Bearer (B) channel and the Data (D) channel. The Bearer channel is used to transport
user information and has a data speed of 64 Kbps. The Data channel is used for call set-up,
signaling or other information and goes up to 16 Kbps. ISDN is delivered from a digital switch
through two types of user interfaces, namely the Basic Rate Interface (BRI) and the Primary Rate
Interface (PRI). BRI consists of two Bearer channels and a Data channel with a data speed of
112-128 Kbps. PRI consists of more Bearer channels. This can vary between 22 (15444 Kbps)
and 2112 (135 Mbps) Bearer channels. ISDN is an interesting technology for the project.
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3.4.12. ATM

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is known as the transfer mode for Broadband Integrated
Services Digital Networks (BISDN) and is connection oriented. The information is transported in
cells with equal lengths, namely 53 bits, from which 48 include the information field. The other
5 bits are used for routing and consist of source and destination information. An ATM adaption
layer (AAL) is used for various services and the AAL provides services specific functions. The
information about the AAL is included within the information field. The technology is suitable
for all kind of data, including videoconference, desktop conference and multimedia
communication. The data speed goes up to 622 Mbps. ATM is used for the desktop, the Local
Area Network (LAN) and the Wide Area Network (WAN). The main disadvantages of ATM are
that it is expensive and complicated to implement and administer, hence not suitable for the
project.

3.4.13. WAP

The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is an open, global specification for wireless devices,
including cellular telephones, radio transceivers, etc. It is a set of communication protocols. It
consists of four layers, including Wireless Application Environment (WAE), Wireless Session
Layer (WSL), Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS) and the Wireless Transport Layer
(WTP). WAP will be the standard technique for Internet access (e-mail, World Wide Web, etc.)
in the future. It uses existing Internet standards like HTTP, HTML and TCP. WAP can be built
on any Operating System including PalmOS, Windows CE, JavaOS, etc. The costs of WAP are
expected to be reasonable. In volume production WAP devices will still be able to reach mass
market prices. The technique can be interesting for the project.

3.5. The connection between the embedded system and the hardware

In this chapter two possibilities will be discussed, including the serial port and the parallel port.
A port is an interface connecting an external device with a PC. It is suitable for hardware control,
data input and other interfacing. The differences between both ports are:
1. The serial ports supports sequential, one bit-at-a-time transmission and the parallel port

multiple-bit-at-a-time transmission. This makes the parallel port faster than the serial port.
2. Serial ports are more robust and not as easily damaged as parallel ports.
3. Some small circuits can be provided with power out of the serial port, this in comparison

with the parallel port where this is not possible.
4. Serial ports have only two outputs and four inputs, parallel ports more, see chapter 3.5.2.
5. For the serial port low level corresponds to -12 V and high level to +12V, for the parallel

ports these levels correspond to TTL-level, this is -5 V respectively +5V.

For every situation the choice between the parallel port and the serial port is different. In the
following sections the ports will be treated more extensively.
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3.5.1. The parallel port

Parallel means that more than one event happens at a time. This indicates faster operation. A
parallel port sends one byte at a time. There are different kind of parallel ports, including the
older standard parallel port (SPP) with data transfer rates of 50 to 100 Kbps, and the newer
Enhanced Parallel Port (EPP) and Enhanced Capability Port (ECP) with data transfer rate of 1
Mbps. EPP is for non-printer peripherals, ECP for printers and scanners. Both are bi-directional
and are compatible with the original ports.

An IBM compatible computer uses three sets of processor I/O ports to communicate with the
outer world, including LPTl, LPT2, and LPT3. Which addresses these ports have are determined
by how the computer address lines are connected to the logic on the card. The base-addresses of
a printer card are 3BCh, 278h and (in most cases) 378h. Each printer adapter consists of three
processor I/O ports, including one for data input, one for input of status signals and the other one
for outgoing commands. The addresses of these ports are base, base+1 and base+2. In
comparison with the serial port, the parallel port is vulnerable and easy to damage. The pins of
the parallel port are TTL compatible and not secured against overloading. When dealing with
parallel ports, there are three golden rules:

1. Devices may only be attached to the parallel port if the computer and the device are both
turned off.

2. It is only allowed to put voltages between 0 V and 5 V at the inputs of the parallel port.
3. The outputs may not be short-circuited and the outputs may not be connected with each

other.

In most cases it is safer to buy an additional printer adapter card. Installing this additional card is
not very difficult. First tum the computer off and find the slot that the card will fit to. The only
thing to consider is the jumper settings; check this first and then put the card into the slot. Tum
on the computer and the card will be installed and configured automatically. Note that the card
has to be set to a different address than the one already in the computer.

Most parallel port adapters have 25 pins. An electrical high is TTL high, this means between
+2.4 and +5 Volts. An electric low is TTL low, this means between the 0 and +0.8 Volt. The
outputs are latched, this means the outputs remain the same until some new voltages are put on
the output of the adapter port. In figure 8 a picture of the male parallel port adapter is given.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13

0000000000000
000000000000

141516171819202122232425
Figure 8: Connector of the parallel port
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The original parallel port (SPP) has eight outputs, five inputs, and four bi-directionallines. By
newer ports, including EPP and ECP, the data lines are all bi-directional. In this thesis SPP will
be the standard; this is the cheapest additional printer adapter card. As mentioned above there are
three processor I/O ports. Take for example 378h as the base-address, so this is also the data
output address. Pins 2 to 9 correspond to bits 0 through 7 of a byte output at the adapter base
address. The input of status adapter can be used for determining input; this is a little more
complicated. Bits 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 correspond to the connector pins 15, 13, 12, 10, and 11.
Further pin 11 is inverted. Bits 0, 1, and 2 are not determined by connector voltages. The control
port (37Ah in this case), can be used for more output bits. Pins 1, 14, 16 and 17 corresponds with
bits 0 to 3 of a byte output with bits 0, 1 and 3 inverted. In table 2, this all is summarised. 0
means output byte and I Input byte. Underlined means inverted. Note that there are two output
b)ytes.

I 1 I 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I
I 00 I 00 I 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 16 I 17 I 15 I 14 I

14 I 15 I 16 I 17 18 19 20 21 22 I 23 I 24 I 25 I
01 I I3 I 02 I 03 ground ground ground ground ground I ground I ground I ground I

Table 2: Overview of parallel port

3.5.2. The serial port

As mentioned before serial means one bit at a time. Several serial ports are available on a normal
computer. Normally they are called COMl, COM2, etc. The serial port has less data-channels
than the parallel port, namely two outputs and four inputs. See figure 9 for a picture of a
connector with 9 pins and in table 3 their functions.

1 2 3 4 5

\°0°0°0°0°/
678 9

Figure 9: Connector of a serial port

Pin-number In/out Name Function
Pin 1 In DCD Data carrier detect
Pin 2 In RxD Receive data
Pin 3 Out TxD Transmit data
Pin 4 Out DTR Data terminal ready
Pin 5 GND Ground
Pin 6 In DSR Data set ready
Pin 7 Out RTS Request to send
Pin 8 In CTS Clear to send
Pin 9 In RI Ring indicator

Table 3: Functions of serial connector-lines
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The normal data transmitting goes via TxD and RxD. The other pins are for synchronisation
between participating devices. The voltage level on the pins is normally -12Volt and +12 Volt,
but voltages below the 1 Volt are seen as low and above the 1.25 Volt are seen as high, so TTL
levels are also possible. The pins can deliver a current of lOrnA, the input impedance is 10 ill.
In table 4 the base-addresses of the ports are given.

COM1

3FS

COM2

2FS

COM3

3ES

COM4

2ES

Table 4: Base-addresses of serial-ports

The serial port uses ten registers, from which seven available via addresses. The length of these
registers is S bits. Here only the two most important registers are treated, namely the modem
control register and the modem-status register, see figure 10.

Modem-control register (offset = 4) Modem-status register (offset = 6)

I
I

L..- Read CTS

-------- Read DSR
'---ReadRI

ReadDCD
Figure 10: The modem register and the control register

As given in table 4, the base-address of the port COM1 is 3FS, so the registers addresses are
from 3FS to 3FF. The address of the modem-control register is 3FS+offset = 3FC, the address of
the modem-status register 3FE. The DTR-line can be reached by bit 0 of the modem-control
register. If the two outputs of the serial port are not enough, the TxD-line can be used. To do this,
the value 64 has to be sent to the address base+3. Sometimes it is necessary to convert the serial
data into parallel data. About this later more.
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4. Project strategy

As mentioned before the project is partitioned into three phases. In every new phase there will be
changes and different topics become important. Eventually the basic idea will be performed. In
the following sections the different phases will be discussed separately and for each phase it will
be mentioned what the important components are.

4.1. The first phase, the Web-controllable embedded PC

The first phase of the project is depicted in figure 11. There are one or more client-PCs with Web
browser running on it.

Client PC

Web controllable PC

-Windows 98
-Sambar Web serve

Figure 11: The first phase

As shown in the figure a computer and an embedded system together are used as the web
controllable embedded system, this is called an embedded Pc. The Web controllable embedded
PC consists of the following components:
• The Personal Computer with the components:

• The Web server; in the first phase of the project the Sambar Web server is chosen. This is
a free-ware, server-based and open source Web server with lot of features. Some of its
features are:
o Highly programmable API (Application Program Interface)
o Easily installed, configured and uninstalled
o Dynamic HTML
o FTP (File Transfer Protocol) server
o Mail server
o DNS (Domain Name Server) server
o usemame/password and IF address based security
For more information about the Sambar Web server, see [7]

• The Operating System; in the first phase the choice of the Operating System is not
important. For convenience Windows 98 is chosen. This Operating System was already
running on the Pc.
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• The last meter. In the first phase of the project the technology Ethernet is used. This
connection to the Internet is available at the university, so again for our convenience this
technology is chosen.

• The embedded system. In the first phase, this is a coffeemaker. More information about the
coffeemaker and its functions in section 5.1.

• The connection between the coffeemaker and the PC is a serial cable. The serial cable is
discussed in section 3.5. How the connection is made on the side of the coffeemaker will be
discussed in section 5.2.

In the first phase another issue is important, namely the overall architecture. This will also be
discussed in the next chapter.

4.2. The second phase

In figure 12 the idea behind the second phase is depicted. In fact there are only few differences
between the first two phases, but it is one step forward toward cost reduction and miniaturisation.
First there is the client-PC with a Web browser running on.

Client

Figure 12: The second phase

Web controllable ES

Processorboard:
Windows CE?
embedded Web
seryer

The only difference in hardware is the replacement of the PC by a processor board. This means
that the memory requirements change and of course the size of the hardware. Because of this
there will become more components important now. The components in this phase are:
• The processor board. As mentioned before this is the MediaGX. This board has 6 Mb memory

and a 233 MHz processor. Further it has an Ethernet connection and different ports. For
further information see section 3.1.1. The processor board has the following components:

• The Web server; in section 3.3. an overview of embedded web-servers is given. The
GoAhead embedded web-server is a good choice, but this choice can be changed. In this
phase the Sambar Web server is not suitable, it is not embedded and is only supported by
Win '98 and NT.
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The Operating System; this has to be chosen properly. Due the memory requirements it
has to be a small operating system. An overview of the different operating systems is
given in section 3.2. In this phase Windows CE and VXWorks are interesting. The final
choice has still to be taken.

• The last meter; the problem of the last meter is still not important. On the processor board
several ways to make an Internet connection are available, including two USB ports and a
Fast Ethernet connection.

• The embedded system; it is not known yet what the embedded system will be in the second
phase, likely it is still the coffeemaker.

• The connection between the embedded system and the processor board; which technology is
chosen is also not known yet.

Just as in the previous phase the architecture is an important topic. Likely the same architecture
as in phase one will be used.

4.3. The third phase, the final phase

In the third phase the final changes are made, leading to the basic idea described in chapter 3. In
figure 13 the idea of the third phase is given. In this phase a build-in chip replaces the processor
board.

Client

Last meter

Web controllable ES

Chip
-Operating system?
-embedded Web server
-hardware
-Connection es-chip

Figure 13: The third phase

On the left side again the clients with their PCs with a browser running on. On the right side the
embedded system with the build-in chip, this is called the Web controllable embedded system.
The Web controllable embedded system consists of the following components:
• The hardware; the build-in chip has to be as small as possible and as cheap as possible.

Memory is an important item concerning with these requirements. These requirements are
depending of the kind of embedded system. Dealing with cheap housekeeping devices as the
coffee maker the costs must be minimal. A customer will not be willing to pay half of the
price extra, just for being connected to the Internet. Producers of expensive embedded
systems as for example engines, are prepared to pay a little more to be able to control their
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devices by distance. They can save these costs using the Internet. In appendix B an inventory
of possible hardware to use in this phase is given.

• The operating system; in this phase it is not yet clear whether an operating systems will be
used or not, maybe it is possible to use only an embedded Web server. This has to be
researched. In section 3.2. an inventory of the operating systems is given. If an operating
system is used, this must be as small as possible, especially for small embedded systems.
Two operating systems that can be considered for small embedded systems are Windows CE
and VXWorks. Windows NT and UNIX can also be considered for larger embedded systems.

• The Web server; also the Web server has to be as small as possible. The Web server must be
embedded, this is treated in section 3.3. The GoAhead embedded Web server is a good
choice.

• Connection between the embedded system and the Internet; the serial and the parallel port
were treated in section 3.5. In this phase the serial port is the best choice. Using the serial
port it is possible to use more inputs and outputs then using the parallel port.

Further the last meter is important. This is as mentioned before the connection between the build
in chip and the Internet. The different technologies are treated in section 3.4. Several
technologies are interesting, including Bluetooth, HIPERLAN, ISDN, WAP or maybe the USB.
This will be dependent on the embedded system and the price of the different technologies at the
time this phase is executed.
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5. The architecture of the present prototype

In chapter 4.1, the first phase of the project was explained. The embedded system of the project
in this phase is a coffee maker. First in this chapter the functions of the coffee maker will be
explained. In the next section the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of the coffee maker will be
treated, as well the connection between the serial cable connector and the PCB. After that the
overall architecture will be explained, for example what exactly happens when the client uses his
PC to communicate with the embedded system.

5.1. The embedded system; the coffee maker

In this section the possible functions off the coffee maker are treated, these functions are shown
in figure 14 and described below. In section 5.3.8. the behaviour of the coffee maker is also
described with help of MSCs.

Coffee-powder

Four different tastes

(I) TllSte button

(3) OnIoff tight

(2) OnIoff switch

(8) Time display

(5) Timer active light

Heating-elements

Figure 14: The functions of the coffee maker

The functions are:

(9) Temperature sensors

1. Setting different taste of coffee; there are four possible coffee settings: dark coffee, full water
reservoir, dark coffee, little water in the reservoir, light coffee, full water reservoir and light
coffee with little water in the reservoir. Changing the switch (1) changes the setting. For the
remote control purposes a push button and four LEDs replace the switch. More about this
later.

2. Switching on and off; the on/off switch (2) turns the coffee maker on and off or disables the
auto timer. Whether the coffee maker is on or off is displayed by the on/off light (3).
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3. Auto timer setting; there is a possibility to program the coffee maker. This is done by
pushing the button auto timer (4) first, followed by setting time by pushing the buttons hours
and minutes (6 and 7). The timer active light (5) shows if the coffee maker is programmed. If
so, the time display (8) jumps between the real time and the programmed time.

4. Setting time; pushing the buttons hours and minutes (6 and 7) changes the time. The time is
seen on the time display (8).

5. Temperature measurement; with a temperature sensor (9) the temperature of the coffee can
be measured.

6. Measuring coffee-level; by measuring this level there can be calculated how long it takes
until the coffee is ready, how many cups are left, etc. This can be done by using the
processing time of the coffee maker.

The last two functions are no standard function but are added by ourselves.

Via the Internet, all options can be controlled. First there has to be a connection between the
coffee maker and the PC. How this is achieved is treated in the next section.

5.2. The connection between the coffee maker and the PC

As mentioned before the coffee maker works on TTL level. In the first phase a serial port for the
connection between the PC and the coffee maker is used because by the serial port are more
inputs and outputs possible. The serial cable was treated in section 3.5. Let us look at the other
side of the serial cable, to the Print Circuit Board (PCB) of the coffee maker. First the connection
from the in- and outputs to the PCB will be treated. As shown later a serial-parallel conversion
was needed, which will be treated in section 5.2.2.

5.2.1. The connection between the coffee maker and the PCB

In appendix E.l a picture of the original PCB of the coffee maker and the designed PCB are
given. As shown 13 points are marked. With these points the coffee maker can be controlled and
the status of the coffee maker can be read. Certain interfacing circuitry has to be developed first,
because it is not possible to access these points directly. The coffeemaker has all kind of
different levels (less voltage, block signals, etc.) as output and the aim is to work on TTL-level at
the outputs and inputs of the serial-parallel conversion. In figure 15 the total circuit, which is
built and connected to the PCB, is given. For convenience the separate circuits are given in
appendix E.2 and E.3. Two different ICs are used, including:

•

•

4017: this is a simple counter, which starts at zero by a reset and has ten active high outputs.
The clock will always be held high. By making ENA low the IC will count.
4066: this is a simple switch. Connecting two inputs means a high output.

More information about these ICs is given in appendix G. The descriptions of the circuits are
given on the next page.
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II. The reset. If the reset at the PCB is pulled down, the coffee maker will be reset. This is done
by a simple transistor and a resistor. If the power on the input is pulled up the transistor will go
open and reset is pulled down. By a 'reset'the chip 4017 must also be reset. The diode is for
security; otherwise the signal affects the output Q4 of the IC 4017.
12-15. These are the inputs for controlling the LEDs of the taste switch. A digital switch replaces
the original analogue taste switch, so there is no need to implement a motor. By looking at the
output of the IC 4017 (03..06), it can be determined by the embedded software what LED has to
be lighted.
16-19. These inputs are used to control the hours switch, the auto timer, the minutes switch and
the on/off switch. By making an input of the 4066 high, the related output of that switch gets
high too.
II0-Ill. As mentioned before the analogue switch is replaced by a digital one. If someone
pushes the button this can be seen at the output of the IC 4017. The embedded software must
now control the digital taste switch by putting a high voltage on one of the inputs of the coffee
maker, so that the right taste is been selected.
Vdd

Vee

10k

nlc2k@25C

ADl
lOk·1M 10k

AD2

01
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Figure 15: Total scheme of PCB
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01. This is the LED of the auto set time, via this the first output can be read. First the signal of
the LED is put through a diode to filter out the negative voltage. Then a simple low pass filter is
built with a resistor and a condensator. If there is a high voltage on the base of the transistor, the
transistor conducts and the output will become high. By measuring this signal it still could not be
detected if the LED was on or off. Therefore the circuit was build twice.
02. This is the output of the relays. There are two relays, if either one of them is high means the
coffee maker is on. If there is enough power on the base of the transistor, the transistor will
conduct and the output gets high.
03-06. These are the outputs of the counter. The ENA can be made low by pushing the button.
By using only four outputs of the 4017 and the fifth output connecting to the reset, the IC can
only be in four states, just as many as there tastes.
07-08. These are the outputs for detecting if there was pushed on the hours button or on the
minutes button. The circuit is similar to that of the first part of 01.
AD!. This is the analogue output of the temperature sensor. AD stands for analogue-digital. The
temperature sensor used is the NTC2K@25C. The sensor has a resistance value dependent on the
temperature, so the voltage value on ADI is related to the temperature.
AD2. With this circuit the water level is measured. If the level of the water is high, the
resistance will be low, vice versa the same. So the voltage on AD2 is related with the water level.

5.2.2. The serial-parallel conversion

In the previous section the connection between the inputs and outputs and the PCB was treated.
This connection is made for parallel data control. Using the serial port means it is necessary to
convert serial data into parallel data and vice-versa. In appendix F, a scheme of the used circuit
to do this is given. As explained in the previous section 11 inputs and 8 outputs are necessary.
Further two analogue outputs have to be converted into a digital signal. To do this the IC
TLC549 is used. This is an 8-bit analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) for serial interfaces. It has
an analogue input and a three-state digital output. The data can be controlled with use of the Chip
Select (CS) and the clock (CLK). The clock is commonly controlled by the DTR-line of the
serial port. With putting a variable resistor between Vdd (OV) and Vcc (+5V) the reference levels
of the IC can be controlled. There is a plus-level and a minus-level. These determine the range in
which is measured. The output of the ADC is read by the DSR-line of the serial port. So by
selecting an ADC via Ql or Q2 of the first 4094 and selecting the DSR-line the output-state of
AD1 or AD2 can be read.

For so far the analogue-digital conversion. In the following the serial-to-parallel conversion is
treated. Here IC 4094 is used, see appendix G. The 4094 is an 8-bit serial shift register. Again a
clock-line is available to control the clock, this is the same as used by the ADC. Further there is a
used a strobe-signal (STR). The RTS-line of the serial port is used for this. The serial input-data
(on D) is shifted to the right on each positive-going clock transition. When the strobe-signal is
high, the data is transferred to the storage-register. If the Output Enable Input (EO) is high, the
data will be set on the outputs, so keeping this signal high means by every high strobe-signal a
new output. Further QS can be used to cascade a number of 4094 IC's. The output-data is
available at Qs at positive going clock edges, so this becomes the input of the second IC. Further
the working of the second IC is the same as the first.
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This was the serial-to-parallel conversion. Now the parallel-tot-serial conversion is treated. This
is necessary for reading the status of the coffee maker, the IC 4021 is used here. This is a 8-bit
static shift register, see appendix G. As input again the clock-signal, here CP and the strobe
signal, here PL. Further there are 8 parallel inputs, one serial (DS, here not used), and three
buffered parallel outputs from the last three stages (05 ...07). As PL becomes high the data on
the input is transferred to the shift register. By every high clock-signal the data is shifted one bit
to the right and completed with the bit on the serial input, here zero. Using only the output 07
means that on every positive-going clock edge a new bit is available. So this is a serial output.
The zenerdiodes are placed because the output of the serial port is higher then the output of the
parallel port, for which the circuit was designed.

Now the connection between the coffee maker and the PC can be made with a serial cable. In the
following an explanation of the architecture that is used to communicate between the client
browser and the serial port.

5.3. The architecture ofthe embedded PC

As mentioned before, the architecture of the embedded PC is the most important item in the first
phase. Before explaining some architecture, some items dealing with the software architecture
will be treated, including Web servers and the Internet, IITML, sockets, CGI and Java. After this
information, the two types of architectures that are implemented will be treated. In the first, CGI
scripts are used, in the second Java.

5.3.1. The Web server and the Internet

The working of a Web server is easy. First, a user wants a page of a server displayed, namely a
Web page. The user must have a Web browser to display the Web page, for example Internet
Explorer or Netscape Navigator. A simple Web page consists of different IITML tags.IITML
stands for Hyper Text Markup Language. These IITML tags describe how the text format has to
be displayed on the screen. Getting a Web page is done by typing the Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) of a page, for example: http://www.win.tue.nl/-eesihome/dutch/vacatures.html. The
browser divides the URL in three parts. First the protocol: in the example the HTTP protocol, it
could also be FTP, SMNP, or some other protocol. Second the server name: www.win.tue.nl.
The name server transfers this address into an IP-address. The browser connects to the Web
server with help of this IP-address and he knows the kind of server. The server machine offers its
services to the outer world via ports. This is done using sockets. A socket is one endpoint of a
two-way communication link between two programs running on the network. It is bound to a
port number so the TCP layer can identify the application that has to be sent. First, the server is
listening to the socket whether there is a request for a connection with a client. If so the server
accepts this connection and gets a new socket to listen to for another connection to accept. On
the client side a socket is created if the connection is accepted. This socket is used for
communication with the server. Now the requested port is connected via the Internet, for
example the ftp server on port 21 to get the file. Now the third part of the URL becomes
important. With this part, the browser can sent for example a GET request for a file. Looking at
the third part of the example URL, the server gets a request for the file
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-eesihome/dutchlvacatures.html. The server knows the root directory of the stored files and
searches now for the requested file in the given directory. If the file is found the server delivers
this file. In this way, it is done for static files. Most of the Web servers have to deal with other
files, namely dynamic files. A good example of a dynamic file is the page of a search machine.
There has to be filled in some keywords in an HTML-page, with these keywords the server
dynamically creates a page. Dynamic files are handled by a mechanism called the Common
Gateway Interface (CGI). In the next section, CGI is explained.

5.3.2. CGI

As mentioned above, the Common Gateway Interface generates dynamic files. The executable
programs generating these dynamic files are stored in a separate directory, normally CGI-bin. In
comparison with the static files the dynamic files are not read and sent by a request but they are
executed. So not the file is sent to the browser but the output of the executable file, which is
interpretable by browsers. This can be the output of a compiler or some script for example. CGI
programs can be written in different languages, including CIC++, PERL, Java, or Delphi. The
program used in the first phase is written in Delphi.

5.3.3. Java

Java was designed with C and C++ constructs but is better designed than C++. It is an object
oriented programming language. With Java a complete application running on a single computer
can be built. Further it is possible to build small application modules called applets as part of a
Web page. An applet is an application program that can be run by a Web browser. The Web page
then has an applet tag, which tells the browser where to get the applet and any parameters to be
passed to the applet. The browser sends a URL to the server to request the applets class requested
in the applet tag. The server now sends the file containing the requested class; this file contains
so-called byte code. The Java byte code can run on all servers or clients witch have a Java virtual
machine. This machine interprets the byte code into code and makes it run on real computer
hardware. The browser now constructs an object of the given class, initialises and starts it. The
browser now goes to sleep into a main event loop. Whenever the user causes an event, the host
passes the event to the applet for processing. Java applets usually define some components that
appear as a Graphical User Interface. Some components that can be used include a scroll bar, a
text-box, buttons, etc.

5.3.4. Architecture Description Languages

At present, describing a computer software system is a hot topic. The systems are getting more
complicated and a way to describe and understand the system is desired. Often the term software
architecture is used. Software architecture is intended to describe "..the structure of the
components of a program/system, their interrelationships, and principles and guidelines
governing their design and evolution over time", according to [8]. The architecture of a system
consists of components and interactions among these components; these are often called
connectors. In the past architectural descriptions were often informal and ad hoc. Today several
formal languages are developed to describe and understand the system in an abstract way. These
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languages are called the Architecture Description Languages (ADLs). Examples of ADLs
include Rapide, Wright, Unicon, Aesop and Darwin. In the project Darwin is used.

5.3.5. Darwin

Darwin is a configurable language describing software structure. It uses components and
interactions between these components (connectors), so Darwin is a component (object)-based
approach. A system consists of multiple instances of component types and binding interfaces
between them. Darwin encourages hierarchical composition.

Darwin sees components in terms of both the services they provide to allow other components to
interact with them and the services they require to interact with other components. The service
type information is not interpreted by Darwin but it is used by the underlying platform. There are
two sorts of components; the primitive component and the composite component. The primitive
component represents an algorithmic unit with interfaces that are well defined. The composite
components create peer instances of primitive components and bind their interfaces together.

Darwin can be used in all kind of distributed systems, both static and dynamic. By a static
system the initialisations are made in the beginning and the architecture does not change
anymore. By a dynamic system the architecture changes during process. An example of a
changing architecture is for example the situation that a growing number of people would use a
distributed system, so the program is running and more and more people are invoking CGI
scripts. Darwin uses the 1t-calculus leading to an elegant and compact model for dynamic and
static distributed systems. For more information about proves and definitions of Darwin and 1t
calculus, see [9], [10], [11] and [12].

For describing the architecture here, the static version is used. With the help of Darwin it is
possible to describe the architecture both textual and graphical. As mentioned before some
services are required and some services are provided by a component. The services that are
provided are depicted by a filled in circle and the services that are required are depicted by
empty circles, see figure 16.

Component filter {
provide prey <port, int>;
require next <port, int>;

output <port, int>;

Figure 16: Example component type filter

In this example the provided service is prev and the two required services are next and output.
The component is of type filter. Between the angle brackets the type is specified. Further the
interaction mechanism (the protocol) and the type of data, which the mechanism accepts, are
given. In the example this is the port which accepts messages of the type into With these
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notations the architectures used in the first phase can be described. This is done in the following
sections.

5.3.6. Thefirst architecture afthe embedded PC

In this section the first implemented architecture of the system is described using the ADL
Darwin. In figure 17 the architecture of the embedded PC is given. In this situation two remote
users are active at the same time.

Coffee server

HS AS

Figure 17: Architecture of the embedded PC

In the coffee maker an HTTP Server component (HS) is available whose provided service is
based on the HTTP protocol. The remote browsers use that service. The HS launches two COI
scripts (one COl component for each user). The server uses a protocol called COl to give x,y co
ordinates of user-clicks to the COl-scripts. Both COl-scripts communicate with a single
Application Server (AS). This communication is based on the socket protocol to transfer
commands, coded as strings. The services provided by the AS are concerned with controlling
sensors and actuators, in this example of the architecture two of each. In table 5 all this is
summarised.

Name Service Protocol Data
1 HTTP-service Oet document HHTP HTML
2 COl Pass parameters COl x,y co-ordinates
3 Socket Transfer commands IP-socket String
4 Input Read sensor COM Byte
5 Output Oet actuator COM Byte

Table 5: Survey of services

The disadvantage using COl-scripts is that if there are hundred clients, there are also started
hudred COl-scripts parallel.
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The HTML-page used in this architecture is given in appendix H. The units used in the program
of the embedded software for this architecture are not given but are like the units in the program
of the second architecture of the embedded PC, described in the next section. The program is
written in Delphi. In the next phase, when working with another operating system, it is more
intelligent to use another language like C++ or Java. For these languages is more support by for
example Windows CE as for Delphi.

5.3.7. The second architecture ofthe embedded PC

Another possibility is to use Java in stead of CGI-scripts. The main difference between using
Java applets and using CGI-scripts is that with using CGI the HTML image is generated on
server's load and with using Java applets this is generated on client load. This is shown in figure
18.

Remote Coffee server Sensor
browser (1)

1

Sensor
AS (2)

UDP- sockets

Actuator
(1)

HTTP- Actuator

server File I/O (2)

HTTP-service

Figure 18: Second architecture

On the HTTP-server (HS) the HTML-page is saved. On this HTML-page a Java applet is
included. If a client asks for the page, the Java applet is downloaded from the HS on the client
PC. After the download there is no connection between the HS and the client. The downloaded
applet makes a connection with the Application Server (AS) with help of UDP-sockets. UDP
stands for User Datagram Protocol and is an alternative to TCP. Like the TCP, UDP uses the
Internet Protocol to actually get a data unit (called a datagram) from one computer to another.
With these sockets the x,y co-ordinates and the IP-address are passed through if a user clicks
with his mouse on the image on the HTML-page. Further the status of the coffee maker is passed
through. The connection between the AS and the sensors and actuators is still the same as in the
first architecture. A file server is added in this second architecture. This file server is placed for
the executing of the new protocol for mutual exclusion and session-management. This protocol
will be treated in the next section. In table 6 a summarise of the services, protocols and the
transferred data is given.
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Name Service Protocol Data
1 HTTP-service Get document and applet IllITP HTML
2 Socket Transfer commands UDP-socket String / x,y co-ordinates
3 File I/O Read HTML-page Delphi "read" HTML
4 Input Read sensor COM Byte
5 Output Get actuator COM Byte

Table 6: Survey of services

The units used in the embedded software program are given in appendix J. Below each unit will
be described shortly.

Unit cornIa

This unit contains the procedures that perform the serial I/O communication with the serial
interface. This concerns the RTS, DTR, TxD, DCD and DSR lines.

unit Delayer

This is a unit implementing a delay using a thread.

unit KFonn

This unit is made for our convenience. The page on the Web server is not made yet, so with help
of this form it is possible to see the inputs and the outputs.

unit KofIO

This unit takes care of the communication with the coffee maker. It includes procedures as Reset,
Resetclock, Settaste, etc. Further it gets the status of the coffee maker, for example with the
procedures Readtemperature and Greenled.

This unit the is the Coffee server, it uses the unit KofIO. The unit takes care of the image on the
server, including the panels and the labels. Further it takes care of the connection with help of
sockets. It notices for example if a new user is connected or if a certain place on the image is
touched with a mouse.

unit PortIO

This unit performs the low-level hardware port I/O. Actual I/O is done on assembly code level.
No detection is done if the port is used by another program.
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Unit serIO

This unit takes care of the serial I/O communication with shift registers, the A\D convertor and
the interface card.

unit TimeSetter

This unit sets the time by a reset.

unit Utils

This unit takes care of things concerned with the time; for example the procedure convertIntTime
witch converts seconds since midnight to hours and minutes. The procedures are used for
calculating time and timers.

5.3.8. Message Sequence Charts

Message Sequence Chart (MSC) is a trace language for describing the dynamic behaviour of
systems, especially for real-time communications systems in the telecommunication branch.
Normally it can not be used for describing the complete behaviour. It is more used for giving a
detailed specification of the system. The advantage is that non-technicians can also read it. A
MSC shows the chronicle sequences of messages sent between the system components and their
environment. MSC can both be textual and graphical. It is often used in combination with SDL
(Specification and Description Language). In the complete language primitives are given for
local action, timers, process creation and process stop, coregions and for conditions. One can
also use only the Basic Message Sequence Chart (BMSC). BMSC takes only note of the
communications and the local actions. In figure 19 an example is given of a MSC in the
graphical notation.

MSCI

N>O

m3

Figure 19: Example ofMSC in grapWcal notation
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In this example there are four components or instances, including c1, c2, c3 and c4. These are
abstract entities on which message outputs, message inputs, local actions, timers, etc. may be
specified. The vertical axes denote the components. Time runs from the top of the axis to the
bottom. An arrow means a communication between two components (messages ml, m2, m3 and
m4) or between a component and the environment (message rna). The environment can be all
kind of things, for example a noise. For component ci a local action a is defined. The activities
along an axis are ordered but there is no notion of global time. For example message mi is sent
after rna is sent. Also m2 is sent after mi is received by component c2. Further m3 is sent by
component c4 after m2 is received, but about whether m3 or m4 is sent first, nothing is known. It
is possible that m4 is sent before m3, but received after c3 receives m3. Though it is known that
action a is performed before receiving message m4. On component c4 the setting of a timer T of
duration d and its subsequent timeout are specified. Further a possibility to include another MSC
(here MSC 3) is available. It includes the same components as the original MSC. Another
possibility is a condition. These conditions concern the components in which the hexagon is
drawn. Here the condition is if n > athen go further and sent m3, otherwise don't perform this
action.

With this knowledge it is possible to describe the behaviour of the coffee maker with help off
MSCs. This is just an example how to describe the behaviour of an (distributed) embedded
system. It can be done for all embedded systems. Here only 13 MSCs are given. In real more
MSCs can be drawn to describe the whole behaviour of the coffee maker, but this is outside the
scope of this thesis. Below the description of the different MSCs.

MSCs of the behaviour of the coffee maker

In this section the MSCs of the behaviour of the coffee maker will be treated. In appendix I the
MSCs for the coffee maker are drawn. A user can perform different actions, including:

• Mon; this action will tum on the coffeemaker and will start a session if no other session is
started.

• Moff; this action will tum off the coffeemaker and will end the session if the user is a session-
owner.

• Mminutes; this action will simulate a push on the hours button.
• Mhours; this action will simulate a push on the minutes button.
• Mtime; this action will increase the hours or minutes by one. Because the minutes and the

hours work the same way they are taken together.
• Mtaste; performing this action the taste switch is set in the next taste. There are four different

tastes.
• Mauto; this action will start the auto set timer. This is left aside in this thesis.

Further a timer is available. This timer is necessary for ending a session, otherwise a user can be
session-owner for a whole day or so. The timer will reset after two hours.
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MSCI

In this MSC no action is performed. Neither by a user via the Internet, neither manually. The
only action is performed by the Application Server (AS). Every 100 ms it gets the status of the
coffee maker and passes this information through to the users who are connected with the
embedded system, in this case only one. This MSC is a standard MSC and will often be used in
the next MSCs.

MSC2

This MSC describes what happens if a user performs the actions Mhours and/or Mminutes. If a
user performs the action Mhours a timer is started. The next time he performs this action h will
be increased by one and the timer is reset. The duration of this timer is five seconds. If the timer
ends MSC3 will be executed. If Mminutes is received by the AS before the ending of the timer,
the timer will be reset again. The next time Mminutes is performed the timer will be reset every
time and m will be increased. If the timer ends MSC3 will be executed. Another situation
described with this MSC, is the situation that again Mhours is received by the AS before the
ending of the timer. The situation starts from the beginning, that is why the loops are drawn.
Now is described what MSC3 includes.

MSC3

First in this MSC a condition is made. If m and h both are zero, this MSC is neglected. Otherwise
the message Hours is sent to the coffee maker. This is done by sending a byte but for
convenience the messages in the MSCs are described by strings. If h = 0 the next loop is skipped.
Otherwise the loop is performed h times, so after this the hours are set. For the minutes the same
is done. After the hours and minutes are set a timer is started. This is done because setting the
time takes several seconds and it is always possible that someone else performs again the action
Mhours or Mminutes. MSC2 starts then from the beginning. Further hand m are initialised for
the next action.

MSC4

In the last two MSCs the actions Mminutes and Mhours performed by a user connected via the
Internet to the coffee maker was described. Now the situation someone performs these actions
manually. If someone pushes the hours manually, the hours will start flickering. An internal
timer is started. Again, the duration of this timer is five seconds. If no action is performed before
the end of the timer, the timer ends and the hours will stop flickering. If someone pushes hours
before the ending of the timer the hours will be increased and the timer will be reset. If the button
minutes is pushed, the minutes will go flickering and the timer is reset again. For the rest the
same is in force as with the hours. If someone pushes hours again, the situation starts at the
beginning and the hours will start flickering again, that's why again the loops are drawn. In
between the status of the coffee maker is given to the user, that is why MSCI is drawn.

MSC5
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In this situation the coffee maker is not put on again, so no session is started. In this situation
there are two users connected to the coffee maker via the Internet. The first two loops are drawn
for the situation that both users are setting time, this was described in MSC2. Because MSC2
only included one user the message status is also drawn from AS to the other user. Further it is
possible to set the taste. If someone performs the action Mstate, the AS first send the message
Tasteswitch and LED to the coffee maker, so the coffee maker knows it has to set the switch and
the LED one state further. If this is done the AS gets the status and passes this through to both
users.

MSC6

In this situation user 1 puts on the coffee maker. The AS gives the message On to the coffee
maker. A timer is started, otherwise the coffee maker could be on for hours. The duration of this
timer Toff is two hours. The status of the coffee maker is get and again passed through to both
users. User 2 is not allowed to perform the action Mon. The AS will perform no action and sends
the message Not allowed to user 2. Next, both users are not allowed to change the time. The AS
will perform no action again and sends the message Not allowed to the users who tried this
action. The action Mtaste can only be performed by the user who has put the coffee maker on, so
the user who owns the session. This action was described in MSC5. The other user who is not a
session-owner is not allowed to perform the action Mtaste. If the session-owner turns off the
coffee maker before the ending of the timer the AS sends the message Off to the coffee maker
and ends the timer Toff. The status is again passed through to both users.

MSC7

This is almost the same situation as described in MSC6, the only difference is that the timer ends
before the session-owner turns off the coffee maker. In this situation the timer will end and the
AS sends the message Off to the coffee maker, so it turns off the coffee maker by itself. The
status of the coffee maker will be passed through to both users (maybe it is necessary to send a
message to the session-owner that he loses the session).

MSC8

In this MSC a user turns on the coffee maker manually. The status is passed through and the
internal timer is started. The user connected via the Internet is not allowed to perform the action
Mtime. If the message minutes or hours is received by the AS from the manual user, the AS will
perform no action. The user, who serves the coffee maker manually, is allowed to push the
button taste. The AS will remark this by asking for the status. It then will return the status to the
user and send the message Tasteswitch and LED to the coffee maker. Further user 1 is not
allowed to perform either the action Mon either the action Mtaste. In this situation the manual
user turns off the coffee maker before the ending of the internal timer. This information will be
returned to user 1 and the timer will be disabled.

MSC9
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This is the same situation as in MSC8, with the difference that the timer ends before the manual
user has turned off the coffee maker. If the timer ends, the AS will send the message Off to the
coffee maker and returns the status to user 1.

MSClO

This situation makes clear that if a user connected via the Internet is session-owner, it is still
possible to change the taste of the coffee maker manually. User 1 is only allowed to change the
taste and tum the coffee maker off, as seen before.

MSCll

As seen in MSClO the manual user is allowed to change the status of the coffee maker. Of
course he is also allowed to tum the coffee maker off. This is described by this MSC. The AS
will remark this if it gets the status. The timer will be disabled and the status passed through to
user 1.

MSC12

It is also possible that the coffee maker is disabled. An example when this situation can arrive is
if the coffee maker is not connected to the AS for any reason. It is obvious that the user can not
perform any action until the coffee maker is enabled.

MSC13

As said before it is not in the scope of this thesis to treat all possible MSC. To give an example
of other possibilities this MSC is given. In this situation the users perform the same action at the
same time. The message from the user that is received first will be executed, in this case this is
the message from user 2. Delays, distance, etc. can affect which message the AS receives first.
The AS will send the message On to the coffee maker and return the status to both users. Further
it sends the message not allowed to user 1.
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6. The new protocol

In the area of distributed embedded systems there are issues of mutual exclusion that have to be
dealt with. An example in the telecom industry is when two people are having a conversation and
a third one wants to call either one of them. This is impossible without some features, for
example Call Waiting (CW). Dealing with the coffee maker it is not the intention that if someone
has programmed the coffee maker, someone else can tum it off.

6.1. Sessions

For defining the way mutual exclusion is treated, the concept of session is useful. Certain
commands will become known as session starter, other as session stopper, etc. During a session
certain commands are stricted for usage by a certain user only, normally the user who initiated
the section, but this is different for every embedded system. To implement this, the term session
owner is necessary. One of the important design decisions now is whether there is need for a
single type of session or there is need for a variety of sessions. For this project the assumption is
made that for normal usage of the considered embedded systems (related with the participators in
the project) one type of session is sufficient. Some items have to be taken special care of, for
example maintenance while an embedded system is used by a client, but this is yet postponed till
later. First a tabular format is designed for containing information how the various commands
are related to the session. Several classes of commands are distinguished. In general the classes
of commands are:

• Session_starter: the commands in this class start a session
• Session_stopper: the commands in this class stop a session.
• Allowed_durin~session: these commands are allowed during a session.
• NoCdurin~session: these commands can be done if there is no session.
• Access_by_owner: these commands are allowed by the session-owner.
• Ownecexcluded: these commands are allowed for all users, except the session-owner.
• Feedback_Initiator: this feedback is passed through to the sender of the command.
• Initiatocexcluded: this feedback is passed through to all users except the sender of the

command.

For each class of commands there must be made a table or essentially a list. In the following
example this will be done for the coffee maker, but it can be done for any other embedded
system. This is the whole idea, the solution for simultaneous access is generic. First the different
commands have to be defined. Some agreements have to be made before classifying the
commands into the classes. For example in this case; the taste of the coffee can be changed by
the owner during a session, but not another user.
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Table 7: The session and its commands

Session_starter Session_stopper Allowed_durin~ Nocdurin~session

seSSIOn
On Bye Bye Bye

Auto Off Off On
Hours Auto

Minutes Status
Taste 1
Taste 2
Taste 3
Taste 4
Status

Access_by_owner Ownecexcluded Feedback_Initiator Initiatocexcluded

Bye Bye On Bye
Off Status Off On

Hours Auto Off
Minutes Hours Auto
Taste 1 Minutes Hours
Taste 2 Taste 1 Minutes
Taste 3 Taste 2 Taste 1
Taste 4 Taste 3 Taste 2
Status Taste 4 Taste 3

Status Taste 4

6.2. Implementation ofthe protocol

In the last section the sessions were treated and summarised in a table. The agreement is made to
do this in the HTML language. In appendix K the tabular format for the coffee maker and its
commands is given.

The next step is the implementation of the scanner. The scanner recognises the tokens, including
key words, identifiers and operators. The tabular HTML format is offered to the scanner. The
scanner verifies if the table is legal. This is the only action performed by the scanner, it does
nothing with the information in the table.

The next step is designing a parser. The parser treats the information given in the table. It
recognises the sentences of the language of the grammar. The code of the scanner and parser is
given in appendix L, it is written in Delphi.

The new protocol is implemented in the coffee maker. The code of the implementation of the
protocol is given in appendix L. The only problem is that it is possible to change the state of the
coffee maker manually, not controlled by the embedded software. The manual user can stop a
session, also if he is not allowed.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

In the first part of this master thesis an overview of the options and complications of connecting
embedded systems to the Internet is given. To learn more about this a first prototype is built. At
the end of the master project the prototype is ready. The Web controllable embedded system
consists of the following components:

1. The hardware
2. The operating system
3. The Web server
4. A connection between the embedded system and the build-in chip
5. The last meter

The project consists of three phases. In the first phase a computer is used as hardware, in the
second a processor board replaces the PC and in the third phase a built-in chip replaces the
processor board. In every phase the components have other constraints. For each phase some
preliminary investigations have been done related to each of the five components. Moreover, the
first phase has been executed completely and its design is documented in this thesis.

As part of the first phase, a new protocol for mutual exclusion and session management is
designed. This protocol is generic, i.e. it can be used for all kind of embedded systems. The
protocol is implemented in the coffee maker and has been tested for this specific application.

Describing the architecture of an embedded system is a hot item. The ADL Darwin appeared to
be suitable to describe a simple architecture as in the project. It gives an overview of the used
protocols and you get a deeper understanding of the structure of the embedded system.

Although it is not always possible to describe the whole behaviour of an embedded system,
MSCs give a clear view of the behaviour of the embedded system. In this project we wrote first
the programs and later controlled it with help of MSCs. It is better to look at the MSCs first and
write the program later.

The program is written in Delphi. To write an interface as in the project, Delphi is suitable. In the
next phase of the project another operating system must be chosen. Delphi is not supported by
Windows CE and VXWorks, so in the next phase it is better to use another language, for
example C++.

A recommendation for the next phase is to take care that the hardware of the coffee maker is
always connected with the software. Now it is possible to change the state of the coffee maker
not controlled by the software. So a manual user can always stop a session, even when he is not
allowed. If there is a one to one correspondence between the hardware and the software this
could be prevented.
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Options for research in the future are:

• The Web server: the GoAhead embedded Web server seems to be a good choice.
Nevertheless, the Web server is not yet tested, so it is not proved if the choice is right.

• Windows CE: it is not yet decided what the embedded system will be in the second or third
phase of the project. If there are real-time constraints concerning of the system, it must be
researched if Windows' latest version is real-time or not, before it is used.

• The chip: the hardware research is mostly done for the second phase. Maybe it is necessary
to research the possibilities for the third phase again.

• The protocol: the new protocol for mutual exclusion and session-management is tested for
the coffee maker. As mentioned before the protocol is designed to be generic. It has to be
tested if the protocol also works for other, more complicated embedded systems.
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Abbreviations

AAL
ADC
ADL
ADSL
API
AS
ASP
ATM
B-channel
BISDN
BMSC
BRI
CGI
CLK
CPU
CS
CSMNCD
CW
D-channel
DES
DNS
DOS
ECP
EO
EPP
FH
FIM
FO
FTP
HlPERLAN
HS
IDN
ISDN
LAN
MSC
MS-DOS
OS
PBX
PCB
PC-DOS
PGP
PGP

ATM adaption layer
Analog-to-Digital Converter
Architecture Desciption Language
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
Application Program Interface
Aplication Server
Active Server Pages
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
Bearer channel
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks
Basic Message Sequence Chart
Basic Rate Interface
Common Gateway Interface
CLocK
Central Processing Unit
Chip Select
Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Detect
Call Waiting
Data channel
Data Encryption Standard
Domain Name Server
Disk Operating System
Enhanced Capability Port
Output Enable Input
Enhanced Parallel Port
Frequency-Hop
Feature Interaction Manager
Fibres Optics
File Transfer Protocol
High Performance Radio Local Area Network
HTTP Server component
Integrated Digital Network
Integrated Services Digital Networks
Local Area Networks
Message Sequence Chart
Microsoft Disk Operating System
Operating System
Public Branch eXchange
Printed Circuit Board
Personal Computer Disk Operating System
Pretty Good Privacy
Pretty Good Privacy
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PDF
PRI
RAM
RAS
R-LAN
RSA
RTOS
SDL
SLIP
SNMP
SPP
SSN
STR
SWAP
TCPIIP
TTL
UDP
URL
USB
WAN
WAP
XML
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Plastic Fibre Optics
Primary Rate Interface
Random Accessible Memory
Remote Access Service
Radio Local Area Networks
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman
Real-Time Operating System
Specification and Description Language
Serial Line Internet Protocol
Simple Network Mail Protocol
Standard Parallel Port
Secure Server Network
Strobe-Signal
Shared Wireless Access Protocol
Transmission Control ProtocolJInternet Protocol
Transistor-to-Transistor Logic
User Datagram Protocol
Uniform Resource Locator
Universal Serial Bus
Wide Area Network
Wireless Application Protocol
Extensible Markup Language
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Appendix A: Software download system

In this appendix an example of a software download system is given. Software download is as
mentioned before one of the options of Internet. In the past software download was manual.
Nowadays more and more software applications are available, and more and more in smaller
parts. This means more installing, so more wasting of time. In this system the software download
and installing can be done automatically. The great advantage of this system is that there is no
need having all kind of download-programs like zip. Another advantage is that the downloading
is done at the background. The client can send a request for a new application, or a request for an
update of an application that is already installed. This can also be done automatically by a timer,
for example one download a month. If the downloading and the automatically installation are
complete the client can start the application. Note that this is just an example and that not all the
software download systems are limited to this system. See [13] for more information.

The system

In appendix A an overview of the system is given, consisting of the architecture and flow charts.
In the following the software download system will be described while referring to these figures.
A few terms are used, including:
• Channel: this is a named software application. A channel consists of code and data that can

be subscribed.
• Tuner: this is the client system. The client can subscribe for applications, administrate

channels, automatically update, etc. In the project the tuner would be the embedded system.
• Transmitter: the transmitter takes care of the delivering of channels and the software

updates. In context of the project the transmitter would be the central computer of the
operating company.

In appendix A.I the architecture of the distributed computer system is given. The system consists
of one or more client systems, at least one server system, at least one development system and
sometimes a proxy server. The development server is used to build, edit, and test the application
code and data. The network does not necessarily have to be the Internet. It can also be for
example an Intranet or some other kind of network. The client server is connected to the server
system by this network. Sometimes the connection is established by a proxy server. The
development system and the server system can also be connected through the network. They can
also be directly connected or the other possibility is that the server and the development system
are put together. The client system consists of a network-interface, Random Accessible Memory
(RAM), Central Processing Unit (CPU), a monitor, a mouse and keyboard, an operating system
and a storage system. The server system consists of an operating system, some kind of storage
system, also a network interface, RAM and a CPU. The development and the proxy server have
also a network interface. Further the development system has an operating system, a storage
system, RAM, a CPU, monitor, a mouse and keyboard. The proxy system has further RAM and a
CPU, and a storage system.
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As depicted in appendix Al the operating system of the server uses a transmitter process to
distribute the code and data. These code and data are organised in channels. These channels have
indices and contain data. Each channel in the server and client system stands for an application
program. The client server uses the operating system to send a request, via the network interface,
for an update or an application to the transmitter process in the server system. The transmitter
process responds with a reply and sends the channel data. If the client system is ready with
loading, the channel application can start the application. A hostname, a port number, and a
channel name identify the channel on the server system. The channels on the server system may
be changed through the development system. The client system can also sends update request to
the server system. This can also happen automatically by a timer. When an update request arrives
at the server system, the transmitter process calculates the differences between the new and the
old version of the application. The server only sends these differences and doesn't have to send
all the data which saves time and bandwidth, this is of course an important profit. The channel
indices are used to compute these differences and are stored within the channel data. The proxy
server is used when the client system makes use of a firewall. The client server makes then a
request through an HTTP proxy server. The proxy server is able to make a connection with the
world outside which the client server may not. In the following, some of the above-described
processes will be treated more extensively with the help of flow diagrams in the appendices A2
A6.

The following appendix, A.2 shows the structure of the channel index. The channel index is a
representation of the channel and its structure. Four nodes are drawn in the picture, two directory
nodes and two file nodes. The difference between them is that the file node does not have
children, while the directory node does have children. The file index node includes a type field,
here type file, a checksum and a file pointer that points to the storage location of the channel and
its contents. The checksum is calculated with help use of the entire file. The checksum identifies
the node and its contents. The directory index node includes except the type field and the
checksum, a number of children. Each child has its own name and points to the node where it is
declared. The checksum by the directory node is calculated with use of the children and their
information.

The first process described is the transmitter process to generate a correct set of reply commands,
see appendix A.3. This process will be executed for every node in the client index and in the
server index. First it is determined if it is a directory node or a file node. If it is a directory node
and it exists in both indices, no action will be required. If the file only exists in the server index,
which means that the client server this part of the software does not have, the issue is create
directory. If these nodes exist in the client system and not in the server system, which mains the
client server has a superfluous directory, the issue is delete directory. Back to the first decision.
If the unique node is a file node, again the process will look if it exists in both indices, if so the
checksum of both files is checked. If the checksum is the same, again no action is required and
the process will handle the next unique node. If the checksum differs the process will look if a
diff (from difference) file is available. A diff file is a file containing the differences of the two
versions. If a diff file is available the step issues a file diff, otherwise an update file. Now the
situation the file does not exists in both indices. The next step of the process will look if the file
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exists in the server index. If so, the issue will be create file and when the file does not exist in the
server index the issue is delete file.

The next process, see appendix AA, will explain how a request is prepared in the client system
before it is sent to the server system. The first action is to select the channel for which the request
is meant. If the channel does not exist the request is a subscribe request for a new application. If
the channel exists the channel index is get. The next step is a decision if the request is a
candidate for optimisation. The decision if the request is a candidate for optimisation is made by
looking at the size of the index, the frequency of updating, and the last update. If the request is
not a candidate the request is an update request, otherwise an optimised update request. The final
step for all the requests is adding client information and channel data. The client information can
consist of:
• Which platform is used
• Which operating system
• How much memory is available
• Locale time-zone
• Client identifier

The channel data exist of data generated by the channel application.

The next flow chart in appendix A.S shows how the client system issues a request to the server
system. In the last flow chart the request was prepared. First a connection is made to the
transmitter. To establish the connection the host name, port number and channel name must be
known. If it is not possible to make a connection an error will be reported. If the connection is
established the request will be sent. The client system will wait for a reply, which is read. If the
reply is a redirect, a new connection as described by the request will be made and again the
connection will be checked. If it is not a redirect reply the process determines if an index is
required. If an index is required the process will change the optimized update request, which was
prepared in the first step, in a normal update request. The process starts again at the beginning. If
no index is required the next step in the process determines if the reply was an update reply. If
this is not the case, the process reports an error, this means that there is no legal reply type or that
the connection failed. If it is an update reply, the process appends the commands, which are part
of the reply to the holding space. The next thing to consider is if the application is running. If so
the application must be notified. If not the channel data can be updated.

In the last flowchart in appendix A.6, the way the server system handles the request that is send
by the client system. First the request is read. It can happen that a redirect is needed. For example
when the current server is to busy or when another server is closer to the client system. In that
case the correct host and port is determined and a redirect reply is sent. If no redirect reply is
needed, the next step in the process determines if is an optimised update request. If so, the
process gets the index from the client index cache, using the client index checksum from the
request. If the index is found it is used for subsequent processing. If the index was not found, an
index required reply is sent. If the request was not an optimised update request the process will
determine if it is a subscribe request. If so, the empty client index is used for subsequent
processing. If the request was not a subscribe request the process determines if it was an update
request. If not there will be send an error reply. If it was an update request the client index from
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the update request will be used for subsequent processing. The next step for the subscribe or
update request is detennining the client index. If the index is detennined the server index will be
detennined from the transmitter plug-in or from the channel index. When the two indices are
they are compared and a set of commands is generated. The next step is detennining the delay
until the next update and sending an update reply. Finally each reply is logged in a log file.

This was a short description of the different processes used in the software download system.
The reason why this software download system is treated here, is that this is a good example of
an option of the Internet. It is now clear how certain requests and commands can be handled.
Further an example is given of how a server and client system can look like. This can be suitable
for other embedded systems, like for example the coffee maker or a device for physiotherapy.
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A.2: Structure of channel index
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A.3: generate correct set of reply commands
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A.4: How to prepare a request in the client system
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A.5: How the client system issues a request to the server
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A.6: How to handle a request send by the client system
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Appendix B: Overview hardware

B.l: ARM evaluation board

The ARM ecvaluation board is a perfect board to learn to deal with the ARM products. It is a
perfect step to learn how to design an embedded system. It has a compact size band a simple
interface, so it ideal for new users of ARM products. The AEB box contains the following:
• ARM Evaluation Board featuring an ARM based microcontroller, memory and 110
• A free, evaluation version of the ARM Software Development Toolkit SDT2.11a
• 3 simple example applications for you to compile, link, download and extend
• Welcome Guide, 9pin null-modell serial cable and 9V DC power supply

Features:
• Easy to set-up and use
• Compact and affordable
• Supports advanced ARM development tools (eg. Multi-ICE, embeddedICE)
• Extendable as all the microcontroller signals are accessible
• The Angel Debug Monitor and a Bootstrap Loader are pre-programmed in Flash memory.
• The Angel Debug Monitor allows the ARM SDT to load and debug programs on the AEB-1

via the serial port
• The Bootstrap Loader resides in the first 16k of Flash and provides a Command-line, VT100

protocol interface to load and run programs on the AEB-1
• Detailed Documentation about the AEB-1 is provided on the CD-ROM included
• Synchronous IRQ interrupts can be provided by a counter timer on the Microcontroller
• Asynchronous IRQ interrupts can be generated by a board mounted switch.
• Sharp LH77790 - full featured ana commercially available microcontroller with an ARM7DI

processor core
• 256K Flash EEPROM
• 128KSRAM
• 4 programmable output LEDs and a power-on LED
• 9 pin D-Sub serial connector
• Reset switch and Interrupt switches
• FCC and CE EMC Class A compliant
• JTAG socket
• 24 MHz clock
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Software

The ARM Software Development Toolkit Evaluation version is included free with the AEB. Itb
runs on Windows NT and 95 and includes:

• A very efficient C Compiler
• Assembler
• Linker
• Graphical Debugger
• Project Manager
• C Libraries
• Example programs

Host PC Requirements:
• 100 MHz or faster Pentium or similar PC
• Microsoft Windows 95 or Windows NT 4.0
• 16MB of RAM
• 25MB of available hard disk space
• CD-ROM Drive
• Serial Port

URL:
http://www.arm.comIDocumentation/Overviews/AEB/index.html
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Be2: AMD-K6 E Processor

The AMD-K6E processor is a member of the AMD's E86 family of embedded x86-based
pocessors. The processor is supported by a number of real-time opertaing systems, including
QNX, pSOS, RTXC and windows CEo This results in decreased development costs and
improved time to market. The AMD-K6E processor is available in a Socket 7-compatible, 321
pin ceramic PGA package and in 266-MHz and 233-MHz clock speeds. Pricing starts at $84 for
the 266-MHz AMD-K6E and at $81 for the 233-MHz AMD-K6E in lOOO-unit quantities through
AMD's distributors.

Features:
• Advanced 6-issue RISC86 Superscalar Microarchitecture:

• Seven parallel specialized execution units
• Multiple sophisticated x86-to-RISC86 instruction decoders
• Advanced two-level branch prediction
• Speculative execution
• Out-of-order execution
• Register renaming and data forwarding
• Issues up to six RISC86 instructions per clock

• High-performance IEEE 754-compatible abd 854-compatible floating point unit
• High performance industry standard MMX instructions
• Large on-chip split 64-kbyte level one cache:

• 32 kbyte instruction cache with additional predecode cache
• 32 kbyte writeback dual ported data cache

• MESI protocol support
• 321-pin Ceramic PGA (socket 7 compatible) package
• industry standard System Management Mode (SMM)
• IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan
• X86 binary software compatibility
• 0.25 micron process technology

URL:
http://www.amd.com/products/lpd/techdocs/e86/22459.pdf
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B.3: T7259 AT&T

The T7259 is a highly integrated, single chip ISDN solution designed specifically for the desktop
computing environment. The IC provides an ISDN connection to the network and allows the
desktop computer to terminate an ISDN telephone. Applications supported by the chip include
desktop video and video teleconferencing, multimedia communications, screen sharing and
collaborative work with remote users, voice mail/email integration, computer assisted telephony
and ISDN facsmile. The T7259 device is available in a 132-pin PQFP package. It is priced at $95
in quantities of 1000 or more.

Features:
• TE and NT interface on a single chip, providing control of up to eight desktop ISDN devices,

such as telephones, videophones, and fax machines.
• An economical high speed serial interface (also known as a Concentration Highway Interface

or Cm)" providing direct connection to audio and multimedia ICs for multimedia transport
over the ISDN Basic Rate Interface.

• On-chip 16 channel S-BUS DMA control, providing high speed connection between
multimedia ICs and memory.

• On-chip multichannel HDLC controller, supporting D channels from the TE and NT
interfaces and up to 14 additional independent HDLC channels.

• Programmable FS signal and clock, supporting various types of external codecs.
• Standard 4-wire ISDN interface to the network, providing one-design international marketing

opportunities for systems built with the chip.

URL:
http://www.att.com/press/1192/921104.meb.html
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B.4: mip PR31500

PR31500 Processor is a single-chip, low-cost, integrated embedded processor consisting of
MIPS R3000 core, a system support logic to interface with various types of devices, a MIPS
R3000 RISC CPU with 4 KBytes of instruction cache memory and 1 KByte of data cache
memory, plus integrated functions for interfacing to numerous system components and external
I/O modules. The R3000 RISC CPU is also augmented with a multiply/accumulate module to
allow integrated DSP functions, such as a software modem for high-perfonnance standard data
and fax protocols.

Features:
• 32-bit R3000 RISC static CMOS CPU
• 4 KByte instruction cache
• 1 KByte data cache
• Multiply/accumulator Instruction
• R3000A memory management unit with on-chip TLB
• Supports BiglLittle Endian operating systems
• On-chip peripherals with individual power-down

• Multi-channel DMA controller
• Bus interface unit
• Memory controller for ROM, Flash, RAM, DRAM, SDRAM, SRAM, and PCMCIA
• Power management module
• Video module
• Real-time clock 32.760KHz reference
• High-speed serial interface
• Infrared module
• Dual-UART
• SPI bus
• 3.3V supply VOLtage
• 208-pin LQFP (Low profile quad flat pack)
• 40MHz operation frequency

URL:
http://www-us.semiconductors.com/pipIPR31500
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B.5: mip PR31l00

PR31100 Processor is a single-chip, low-cost, integrated embedded processor consisting of
MIPS R3000 core and system support logic to interface with various types of devices. The
PR31100 consists of a MIPS R3000 RISC CPU with 4 KBytes of instruction cache memory and
1 KByte of data cache memory, plus integrated functions for interfacing to numerous system
components and external I/O modules. The R3000 RISC CPU is also augmented with a
multiply/accumulate module to allow integrated DSP functions, such as a software modem for
high-performance standard data and fax protocols.

Features:
• 32-bit R3000 RISC static CMOS CPU
• 4 KByte instruction cache
• 1 KByte data cache
• Multiply/accumulator
• On-chip peripherals with individual power-down

• Multi-channel DMA controller
• Bus interface unit
• Memory controller for ROM, Flash, RAM, DRAM, SDRAM, SRAM, and PCMCIA

and/or Magiccard
• Power management module
• Video module
• Real-time clock 32.760KHz reference
• High-speed serial interface
• Infrared module
• Dual-UART
• SPI bus

• 3.3V supply VOLtage
• 208-pin LQFP (Low profile quad flat pack)
• 40MHz operation frequency

URL:
http://www-us.semiconductors.com/pip/PR31100
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B.6: Philips LINK-51 evaluation board

The Philips LINK-51 evaluation kit comes with emWare Evaluation networking software for the
51LPC family. emWare's Embedded Micro Internetworking Technology ™ (EMIT) software is
the only distributed device networking software based on standard Internet technologies that
network 8- and 16-bit embedded devices over the Internet or any network. Applications of EMIT
technology include utility metering, vending, healthcare, transportation, factory automation,
security systems, environmental control, office equipment, and home automation.
The LINK-51 provides a complete development environment for embedding network
connectivity into electronic devices, which includes:
• 51LPC microcontroller
• EMIT 3.0 evaluation software
• 51LPC-based evaluation board
• Electronic documentation on disk

EMIT software allows access to the on-board 51LPC via your favorite Web browser, as well as
connections to several emMicro-enabled devices via a local RS232 network. By taking
advantage of the special EMIT 3.0 upgrade offer included, you will be able to move to the EMIT
SDK standard.

Software Highlights
The LINK-51 provides a complete development environment for creating EMIT-enabled
networked devices with the emMicro device object server, leveraging the emGateway for
network communications, and developing a graphical user interface for managing and
controlling the device.
• The EMIT embedded device object server, emMicro, is provided in both C and assembly
source code versions for the 8051.
• emMicro requires as little as 1Kbyte of ROM on a device (8051 assembIy version).
• EMIT's distributed device object server architecture shifts significant resource requirements
from the device to emGateway while still providing a rich, graphical interpretation of device
controls.
• The LINK-51 includes assembly sample applications integrated with emMicro.
• emGateway provides a link between lightweight device networks and user interfaces like a
Web browser, PDA or phone.
• The EMIT Access Library facilitates the development of client-side interfaces.
• The EMIT Access Library supports popular programming languages such as C, C++, Java™,
ActiveX®, Visual Basic®, etc.
• emGateway runs on Windows® 95/98, NT, or WinCE.
• emMicro's versatile communications protocol supports modem, RS232, RS485, IR and RF
(sold separately).
• When upgraded to EMIT SDK 3.0 Standard, developers have remote connectivity.
• EMIT's predefined library of JavaBeans compliant emObjects (trial version) enables quick and
easy development of robust graphical user interfaces via Visual Cafe.
• The EMIT SDK includes several powerful low-level debugging tools.
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• EMIT software is scalable and modular, enabling developers to choose which components will
reside on the device, the emGateway, and the client-side server.

Features:
• Device Application Tools

• emMicro™ device object server
• Assembly source code - 8051
• "C" source code - 8051
• emPackage data table creation utility
• emMonitor and emUtilities device debugging tools
• emGatewayTM device network connectivity software

~ -Five device connections per emGateway host
~ -20 simultaneous client connections per emGateway host (local connection only)

• User Interface Tools
• emObjects™ JavaBeans™compliant interface objects (trial version)
• EMIT Access Library client application toolkit
• "C" imulators of EMIT-enabled devices
• Web browser graphical user interface

• Third-Party Development Tools
• Symantec Visual Cafe™ 3.0 interface design program (30-day evaluation)
• 8051 Shareware Assembler

URL:
http://www-us.semiconductors.philips.comlacrobatlliterature/9397175005339.pdf
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Be7: XA-G3

The Philips Semiconductors XA (eXtended Architecture) family of 16-bit single-chip
microcontrollers is powerful enough to easily handle the requirements of high performance
embedded applications, yet inexpensive enough to compete in the market for high-volume, low
cost applications. The microcontrollers have 64 k or more of programming memory. The
performance of this XA family are higher as of the 80C51. Existing 80C51 code can also easily
be translated to run on XA microcontrollers. The speed of the XA architecture, at 10 to 100 times
that of the 80C51. The XA architecture supports:

• Upward compatibility with the 80C51 architecture
• 16-bit fully static CPU with a 24-bit program and data address range
• Eight 16-bit CPU registers each capable of performing all arithmetic and logic operations as

well as acting as memory pointers. Operations may also be performed directly to memory.
• Both 8-bit and 16-bit CPU registers, each capable of performing all arithmetic and logic

operations.
• An enhanced instruction set that includes bit intensive logic operations and fast signed or

unsigned 16 x 16 multiply and 32 / 16 divide
• Instruction set tailored for high level language support
• Multi-tasking and real-time executives that include up to 32 vectored interrupts, 16 software

traps, segmented data memory, and banked registers to support context switching
• Low power operation, which is intrinsic to the XA architecture, includes power-down and

idle modes.
• Incorporating support for multi tasking operating systems and high level languages such as C

This was an overview of the XA family. The XA-G3 is a member of this family and is a 16 bit
microcontroller.

Features:
• 20-bit address range, 1 megabyte each program and data space. (Note that the XA

architecture supports up to 24 bit addresses.)
• 2.7V to 5.5V operation
• 32K bytes on-chip EPROMIROM program memory =XA-G37/XA-G33
• 512 bytes of on-chip data RAM
• Three counter/timers with enhanced features (equivalent to 80C51 TO, Tl, and T2)
• Watchdog timer
• Two enhanced UARTs
• Four 8-bit I/O ports with 4 programmable output configurations
• 44-pin PLCC and 44-pin LQFP packages

URL:
http://www.semiconductors.com/pipIXA-G3_5
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B.8: XA-S3

The XA-S3 is also a member of Philips Semiconductors' XA (eXtended Architecture) family of
high performance 16-bit single-chip microcontrollers. The XA-S3 has many features and
combines many powerfull peripherals on one chip. It is suited for general multipurpose high
performance embedded control functions.

Features:
• 2.7 V to 5.5 V operation.
• 32 K bytes of on-chip EPROM/ROM program memory.
• 1024 bytes of on-chip data RAM.
• Supports off-chip addressing up to 16 megabytes (24 address lines). A clock output reference

is added to simplify external bus interfacing.
• High performance 8-channel 8-bit ND converter with automatic channel scan and repeated

read functions. Completes a conversion in 4.46 microseconds at 30 NIHz. Alternate operating
mode allows 10-bit conversion results.

• Three standard counter/timers with enhanced features. All timers have a toggle output
capability.

• Watchdog timer.
• 5-channeI16-bit Programmable Counter Array (PCA).
• FC-bus serial I/O port with byte-oriented master and slave functions.
• Two enhanced DARTs with independent baud rates.
• Seven software interrupts.
• Active low reset output pin indicates all reset occurrences (external reset, watchdog reset and

the RESET instruction). A reset source register allows program determination of the cause of
the most recent reset.

• 50 I/O pins, each with 4 programmable output configurations.
• 30 MHz operating frequency at 2.7-5.5 V VDD over commercial operating conditions.
• Power saving operating modes: Idle and Power-down. Wake-up from power-down via an

external interrupt is supported.
• 68-pin PLCC and 80-pin PQFP packages.

URL:
http://www.semiconductors.com!pipIPXAS30KBA
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B.9: XA-C3

The XA-C3 is a member of the 80C51 serie. It is a 16 bit single-chip microcontroller and is
suitable for industrial applications. The XA-C3 has a datarate up to 1 Mbps. Incorporating
support is available for multi tasking operating systems and high level languages such as C. the
speed of the XA-C3 is 10/100 times faster as the speed of the 80C51.

Features:
• 2.7V to 5.5V operation
• 32K bytes of on-chip EPROMJROM program memory
• 1024 bytes of on-chip data RAM
• CAN block supporting full CAN2.0B, with 11-/29-bit ill and up to IMbitJs
• Three standard counter/timers with enhanced features (equivalent to 80C51 TO, Tl, and

T2) with outputs
• Watchdog timer with output

• 1 DART
• Low Voltage detect
• Three 8-bit I/O ports with 4 programmable output configurations
• EPROM/OTP versions can be programmed in circuit
• 25MHz operating frequency at 4.5 - 5.5V Vee over commercial operating conditions;

16MHz at 2.7V - 3.6V Vee
• 40-pin DIP, 44-pin PLCC, and 44-pin QFP packages

URL:
http://www.semiconductors.com/pipIXA-C3
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Appendix C: The SBC-MediaGX.

C.I: Features of SBC-MediaGX:

• CPU:
~ National/Cyrix MediaGX 233MHz MMX-enhanced processor

• Chipset:
~ National/Cyrix CX5530 I/O Companion

• Cache:
~ 16K Ll write-back cache

• BIOS
~ Award Software PCI Plug and Play BIOS in Flash EPROM
~ Intel/Chips & Technologies 69000 HiQVideo BIOS
~ Onboard reprogramming
• System Memory:
~ Up to 128MB Unbuffered 3.3V SDRAM
• Silicon Disk
~ Up to 16MB Intel Strata Flash
~ Datalight FlashFX Flash filling system.

• Video:
~ Intel/Chips and Technologies 69000 HiQVideo Controller
~ 2MB integrated SDRAM
~ XVGA for CRT and Flat panel displays
~ 32-bit PCI Local bus interface
~ VGA BIOS integrated into system ROM
~ Simultaneous CRT and Flat panel display
• Integrated I/O
~ NS97317 with built in Real Time Clock and Keyboard controller.

• Audio
~ Cyrix XpressAAUDIO 16-bit SoundBlaster compatible.
~ National LM4548 CODEC.
~ Line IN, Line OUT and Microphone
• Enhanced IDE
~ Bus Mastering mode, up to two devices
~ Supports PIO Mode 4 or Ultra DMA/33 Hard Disk and ATAPI CD-ROM
• FDD Interface
Supports two floppy drives 360KB, 720KB, 1.2MB, 1.44MB, 2.88MB
~ Parallel Port
~ High speed parallel port SPP/EPP/ECP mode.
~ BIOS Configurable
• Serial Ports
~ Four 16C550 compatible high speed UART's
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=> 3 X RS232 and 1 x RS232/422/485 Interfaces
• USB Interface
=> Two Universal Serial Bus (USB) interfaces
• Touchscreen
=> 4 wire analogue resistive touchscreen controller
• Network support
=> Realtek RTL8139A 1O/100-BASETX Ethernet controller
=> 32-bit PCI interface
• Expansion
=> PC/104-Plus expansion bus
=> 8/16 bit ISA compatible interface
=> 32-bit PCI compatible interface
• Software Compatibility
=> Datalight ROM-DOS operating system license supplied with each board
=> Windows 95/98/NT/CE, Linux, QNX
=> Other 80x86 compatible software applications.

• Size
=> EBX Compatible footprint 5.75" x 8.00" (l46mm x 203mm)
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Co2: Links and connectors of SBC-MediaGX
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C.3: Connectors of SBC-MediaGX:

Connector Description
PLI Ethernet Interface
PL2 COM3 RS232 Serial Port
PL3 COM4 RS232 Serial Port
PU COM4 RS422/485 Serial Port
PL5 CPU Fan Power
PL6 Ethernet Controller Status LED's
PL7 PS/2 Keyboard
PL8 USB Serial Port
PL9 PS/2 Mouse
PLIO PC/104-Plus Expansion
PLll 4-wire Analogue Resistive Touchscreen
PLI2 EBX Power Supply Connector
PL13 General Purpose VO
PLI4 Reset Switch
PLI5 Suspend/Resume Switch
PLI6 PC Speaker
PLI7 Parallel Port Interface
PLI8 Floppy Disk Interface
PLI9 COM2 RS232 Serial Port
PL20 COMI RS232 Serial Port
PL2I VGA CRT Interface
PL22 IDE Interface
PL23 64-way PC/104 Expansion
PL24 Flash Access LED
PL25 In-System-Program header
PL26 40-way PC/104 Expansion
PL27 Audio Functions
PL28 VGA Flat Panel Interface
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C.4: The links of SBC-MediaGX

LKI COM3 Signal assignment.
LK2 COM3 IRQ routing
LK3 COM4 IRQ routing
LK4 RS485/422 configuration
LKS RS485/422 configuration
LK6 RS485/422 configuration
LK7 Watchdog Timer Enable
LK8 Watchdog Timer timeout selection
LK9 Clear CMOS/ Battery disable
LKlO LCD Backlight Supply Voltage
LKll LCD Panel power supply voltage
LK12 User configuration Links
LK13 User configuration Links
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Appendix D: Links to the homepages of operating systems

1. UNIX

Unix does not really have a homepage. Interesting pages are:

http://www.eecs.umich.eduIDCO/dco/intro_to_unix.html
http://www.geek-girl.com/unix.html

2. LINUX

http://www.linux.ch/

3. Windows 98

http://www.microsoft.com/windows98/default.asp

4. Windows NT

http://www.microsoft.com/ntworkstation/default.asp

5. Windows CE

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsce/

6. VXWorks

http://www.wrs.com/products/html/vxwks54.html
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Appendix E: Printed Circuit Boards

E.!: Original Printed Circuit Board and designed Printed Circuit Board

Vdd Switches common Hours switch Reset

Temp ref - Temp ref+ Level ref - Level ref +
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E.2: Input off coffee maker

10k BCSS

11

RESET

100k

HOURS SWITCH

17

2

9

18

3

19

AUTO SWITCH

SWITCHES COMMON

MINUTES SWITCH

ON/OFF SWITCH

2

110

111

TASTE COMMON

TASTE1

TASTE2
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E.3: Output of the coffee maker

Vee

03

04

05

06

nle2k@25C
AD1 Vee

5k
Vdd

100k-1M

AD2 Vee

500k
Vdd

10k
07,08 Vee
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Appendix F: Scheme serial-parallel conversion
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Appendix G: Data sheets

l~iOUT

CONTROl

IC 4066

Dual·ln-Llne Package

IN/OUT

CONTROL B t

INfOUT

)

IC4066
Top View

IC

13 CP1

D--= 5-STAGE JOHNSON COUNTER14 CPa I
I I I I 115 MR

DECODING AND OUTPUT CIRCUITRY °5-9 12

°0 °1 °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7 Os °9
7Z69564.3 3 2 4 7 10 1 .5 6 9 11

Ie 4017
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7 6 5 4 13 14 15 1

Po P, P2 P3 P4 P5 Ps P7

9 PL

11 Os SOICO

° SHIFT REGISTER
8-BITS

10 CP CP

Os °6 °7
1Z69530.4 2 12 3

IC 4021

2 0
a-STAGE SHIFT 0' lDs

3 CP REGISTER

as 9

1 STR a-BIT STORAGE

REGISTER

15 EO
3-'STATE OUTPUTS

°0 0, °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7

4 5 6 7 14 13 12 11
1Z14614.1

IC 4094

For more information see: http://www.national.comlds/CD/CD4066BC.pdf
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Appendix H: HTML-page

<html>

<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type"
content="textlhtml; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
<meta name="Author" content="M.F.A. Manders">
<meta name="GENERATOR" content="Microsoft FrontPage Express 2.0">
<title>EESI Web-controllable Embedded Systems Homepage!<!title>
<!head>

<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text="#666666" link="#OOOOOO"
vlink="#999999" alink="#3366FF" nosave>

<p align="center"><a href=..http://www.eesi.tue.nl..><img
src="imglEesi_Back_Home.jpg" align="left" border="O" hspace="O"
width="200" height=" 1025" nosave><!a> <font size="6"
face="Cornic Sans MS"><strong>The Web-controllable Coffee-pot<!strong><!font><!p>

<hr>

<form action=" ..I..I..I..Icgi-binikoffiepot.exe" method="post">
<p align="center"><img src="imglloe_01.jpg" width="51O"
height="225"><br>
<img src="imgl}oe_02.jpg" width="300" height=" 11O"><img
src="imglloe_taste_4.jpg" width="210" height=" 110"><br>
<img src="imglloe_03.jpg" width="300" height=" 115"><input
type="image" name="OOPanel" src="imglloe_paneLl.jpg"
align="bottom" border="O" width="210" height=" 115"
maxlength="20"><br>
<img src="imglloe_04.jpg" width="290" height="400"><img
src="imglloe_leve1.jpg" width="65" height="400"><img
src="imglloe_05.jpg" width=" 155" height="400"><!p>

<!form>
<!body>
<!html>
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Appendix I: Message Sequence Charts

MSCI

I User 1 I I AS I ICoffee maker I
Getstatus ....

... Status

.... Status .....
~

I V_I I I AS I I c..Ifu ...... I
l:::.J I==-J P11l1bbOlln ....

"\7T
C.

~
P11l1bpn ..

I .....Kb I
"\7T
c::.

::::J P11l1bmillUta ......
"\7T
c::.

~
P11l1bmiMlICI .....

I ....... I
"\7T
c::.

... "\7T.... Do

[ MSCl ]
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MSC3

I AS I I Coffe<: maker I
H>Oorm>O

HOImi .....
Loop<O,h>J HOImi ...

Minutes

...
LoOp<o,m>j Minutes ......

"\7

I M·=n h·=n I J

MSC4

T

I U5er 1 I I AS I I CofTeclllllka I I User manual I
~
~

... Push hours

I Fli ....krrincr hnllr!l. I"
fiT

~
I .... Push hours

I TntTf'.ACI'hnll" I"
( )

fiT
MSCt

~
Push minutes

1 F1kkf'rinp minn'f';.IlI I"
I fiT

~
.... Push minutes

1 InC'n'Jl",-minlll"'l

I"
( )

L:::.
T

MSCI

I.... 'V T

I Sl,..,ni('.kmng l
fi

( MSCI )
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MSC5

I User 1 I I User 2 I I AS I I Coff.. mak<:r I

~~

[ MSC2 J
.... Stilus

~

I MSC2 J... Status

~ M..... .. Tasteswitch and led .....
[ MSC2 J

... Slalw:

~ Mtasle .. Tasteswiteh and led .....
[ MSCI J

... Slatus

MSC6

I User 1 I I User 2 I I AS I I eoITCiltmakcr

I Moo .... 1
On ---.

1 '\l Torr
..

.D.

[ MSCI ]
talus

~

~ ~
MOIl ..

I Noacticn I.... Not allowed

~
Mlime ..

I Noactioo I.... Notall.-

~
Mlime ..

I No action I.... Notall.-

Loq><~ Mtaste .. Tasteswitch and led ..
[ MSCI J

..... Status

~
Mlasle ..

I Noactim I.... Notall.-

Mofr .. Off ...
Torr ...

( MSCI J
tatus 1
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MSC7

I User 1 I I V.a2 I I AS I I Coffee maker

I Moo ..
On

'<;7 ~

,C;. Toff

( MSCI )
tatus

~ ~
Moo ..

I Noacticn I... Not allowed

~
Mtime ..

I Noacticn I.... Na. allowed

~
Mlime

I No aetioo I.... Na. allowed

~
Mtasle .. ..Tasteswitch and led

[ MSCI 1
latus

~
Mlaste ...

Na. allowed I Noac1ioo I...
.... 'V
~ ,C;. Toff

Off ..
l MSCI ]

aus I

MSCS

I User 1 I I AS I I CofTee maker I I User manual IOn
I

( MSCt )
'V'Tof

'\

~b0 Mtime ..l.oop<O,1l> ... MinuteslHours

I Noacticn I I I.... Na. allowed Noactioo

l.oop<O,~ I.... Taste InJ3/4

( MSCl )
asteswtl an ...

~
Moo ... 1

I Noactioo I... Not allowed

~
M"".. ..

I Noactioo I... Not allowed

Off

( MSCl )
I ,/ Tof

/
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MSC9

I User 1 I I AS I I Coffee nw.ker I I User manual IOn

1 1

( MSCl )
"\l
~Tof

~~ Mtime ...L<q><O,n> MinutesJHours....
I Noaetioo I I I.... Notoll~

Noaetim

L<q><O,n>J .... Taste JI2n14

( MSC' )
Tast.eswiLch and led ...

~
Mrn ...

I N08Clim I.... Not allowed

~
Mlasle .... 1

I Noadirn I.... Not allO\TlW

.... "\7
~TOf

Off ..
( MSCI )

I 1 I

MSC10

I User I I I AS I I Coff", malteT I I User manual I
I On ..

On ..
( MSCI )

'V
~T

~
~

Mtime ..
I Noadirn I.... Noc. a110\T1W

~
Mtaste .. ..Taste switch and led

( MSCI )

L<q><O,d .... Taste Im3/4

( MSCl J
Tasteswitch and led ...

.... 'V
Tof

~
~

Off ..
( MSC' )
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MSCll

I User 1 I I AS I I Coffee maker I I User I
On ...... On ...

( MSr.l )
U

TL:::.. ... Of
~

( MSCI )
'\./T
/

MSCl2

I User I I I AS I I Coffee mater I I U5er manual I
.... Coffee maker disabled

.....

( MSCl )

~
~

Man ...
I Noactioo I... Not allowed

~
MtllSte ... 1

I Noactioo I... Ncr aJlO"'d

~
... 1

I No aclioo I... Ncr aJlowod

... Coffee maker enabled

.....

( MSCI )
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MSC13

I User 1 I I AS I I User 2 I I Coffee maker I
Mon

"""
Mon

~ ....
On ......

( MSCI )
I No a;tion I

.... Not allowed....

.... Status....
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Appendix J: Units for coffee maker

UnitcomIO;

/I This unit contains the procedures that perfonn the serial 110
/I communication with the serial interface

interface

Uses PortiO;

Const
/I com I/corn2 serial port control base addresses
COMI = $3f8;
COM2=$2f8;

procedure Port(lO : Word);
procedure RTS(b : Byte);
procedure DTR(b : Byte);
procedure TXD(b : Byte);
function DCD: Byte;
function DSR: Byte;

implementation

Var
BaseAddress: Word = COMI;

/I set communication port
procedure Port(lO: Word);
begin

BaseAddress := 10;
end;

/I com control address

/I set RTS value (0 = off, <>0 = I)
procedure RTS(b : byte);
begin
if (b <> 0) then OutPort(BaseAddress+4,2)
else OutPort(BaseAddress+4,0);

end;

/I set DTR value (0 = off, <>0 = I)
procedure DTR(b : byte);
begin
if (b <> 0) then OutPort(BaseAddress+4, I)
else OutPort(BaseAddress+4,O);

end;

/I set TXD value (0 = off, <>0 = I)
procedure TXD(b: byte);
begin
if (b <> 0) then OutPort(BaseAddress+3,64)
else OutPort(BaseAddress+3,0);

end;

/I read serial input port status
function STS : byte;
begin
STS := InPort(BaseAddress+6);

end;

/I return DCD status (0 = off, I = on)
function DCD ; byte;
begin
if «STS And 128) = 128) then

DCD;= 1
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else
DCD:=O;

end;

/I return DSR status (0 = off, I = on)
function DSR : byte;
begin
if «STS And 32) = 32) then

DSR:= I
else

DSR:=O;
end;

end.

unit Delayer;

/I unit implementing a delay using a thread

interface

uses
Windows, Classes, ExtCtrls;

type
Tdelay = class(TThread)

interval: Integer;
private

{ Private declarations}
protected

procedure Execute; override;
public
constructor Create(t : Integer);

end;

implementation

/I create delay object and immediately start
constructor Tdelay.Create;
begin

FreeOnTerminate := true;
interval := t;
inherited Create(false);

end;

/I sleep the amount of time required and terminate and free delay object
procedure Tdelay.Execute;
begin
SleepEx(interval, false);
Terminate;
ReturnValue := 0;

end;

end.

unit KForm;

interface

nses
Forms, SysUtils, Controls, StdCtrls, Classes;

Type
TKForm =class(TForm)

GroupBox I: TGroupBox;
Labell: TLabel;
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Label2: TLabel;
Label3: TLabel;
Label4: TLabel;
LabelS: TLabel;
Label6: TLabel;
Label7: TLabel;
Label8: TLabel;
procedure FormCreate(Sender : TObject);
procedure UpdateMe(o,i,t,1 : Integer);
procedure setOutput(i : Integer);
procedure setInput(i : Integer);
procedure setTemperature(i : Integer);
procedure setLevel(i : Integer);

private
public
end;

implementation

{$R *.DFM}

function bin(i : Integer) : String;
Var s : String;

n: byte;
begin

s:= ";
for n:= °to IS do begin
if (i and I) >°then
s:= 'I' + s
else s := '0' + s;

i := i shr I;
end;
bin :=s;

end;

procedure TKForm.FormCreate(Sender : TObject);
begin

UpdateMe(O,O,O,O);
end;

procedure TKForm.setOutput(i : Integer);
begin

Label2.Caption := bin(i);
end;

procedure TKForm.setInput(i : Integer);
begin

Label4.Caption := bin(i);
end;

procedure TKForm.setTemperature(i : Integer);
begin

Label8.Caption := IntToStr(i);
end;

procedure TKForm.setLevel(i : Integer);
begin

Label6.Caption := IntToStr(i);
end;

procedure TKForm.UpdateMe(o,i,t,1 : Integer);
begin

setOutput(0);
setInput(i);
setTemperature(t);
setLevel(l);

end;
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end.

unit KotlOj

/I Communication at the coffeepot level.

/I Notes:
/I We're missing the detection of an Auto buttonpress when in "alarm mode"
/I yellowled does not register Auto buttonpresses....

interface

uses
SysUtils, Utils, ExtCtrls, SerIO, KForm, TimeSetter;

type
TKofiO =class(fObject)

KformI : TKForm;
constructor Create;
procedure UpdateTimerTimeOut(Sender: TObject);
procedure StatusTimerTimeOut(Sender: TObject);
procedure AutoTimerTimeOut(Sender: TObject);
procedure GlitchTimerTimeOut(Sender: TObject);

private
( Private declarations}
advancing : boolean;
serl : Tser;
UpdateTimer ; TTimer;
StatusTimer : TTimer;
AutoTimer : TTimer;
GlitchTimer : TTimer;
CurrentMask : Integer;
CmTime : Integer;
ChTime ; Integer;
AmTime : Integer;
AhTime : Integer;
CLights ; Integer;
CaddLights ; Integer;
TasteCounter : Byte;
Ts ; TTimeSetter;
resetting : Integer;
HoursDown : boolean;
MinutesDown : boolean;
HourPresses ; Integer;
MinutePresses : Integer;
STemp : Integer;
SLevel : Integer;
procedure ResetClock;
procedure pulse(rnask: Integer);
procedure Lights;
procedure RestartAutoTimer;
procedure StartAutoTimer;
procedure StopAutoTimer;

public
( Public declarations}
function Reset: boolean;
function isResetting; boolean;
procedure Hours;
procedure Minutes;
procedure OnOff;
procedure Auto;
procedure TasteButton; overload;
procedure TasteButton(t: Integer); overload;
procedure setTaste(t: integer);
procedure advanceIntemaITime(hh,mm; integer);
procedure advanceExtemaITime(hh,mm: integer);
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procedure Alarm(var hh,mrn : Integer);
procedure Time(var hh,mm : Integer);
function Taste: Integer;
function Temp: Integer;
function Level: Integer;
function GreenLed: boolean;
function YellowLed : boolean;
function Status: Integer;
function HoursPressed: Integer;
function MinutesPressed: Integer;
procedure showForm(b: boolean);

end;

implementation

constructor TKofIO.Create;
begin

advancing := false;
CurrentMask := 0;
CmTime :=0;
ChTime :=0;
AmTime :=0;
AhTime :=7;
CLights := 0;
CaddLights := I;
TasteCounter := 0;
resetting := -I;
HoursDown := false;
MinutesDown := False;
HourPresses := 0;
MinutePresses := 0;
serl := Tser.Create;
KForml := TKForm.Create(nil);
UpdateTimer := TTimer.Create(nil);
UpdateTimer.Interval := 500;
UpdateTimer.OnTimer := UpdateTimerTimeOut;
StatusTimer := TTimer.Create(nil);
StatusTimer.lnterval := 100;
StatusTimer.OnTimer := StatusTimerTimeOut;
GlitchTimer := TTimer.Create(nil);
GlitchTimer.Interval := 1000;
GlitchTimer.OnTimer := GlitchTimerTimeOut;
GlitchTimer.Enabled := false;
AutoTimer := nil;

end;

procedure TKofIO.StartAutoTimer;
begin

AutoTimer := TTimer.Create(nil);
AutoTimer.Interval := 6000;
AutoTimer.OnTimer := AutoTimerTimeOut;
AutoTimer.Enabled := true;

end;

procedure TKofIO.StopAutoTimer;
begin

AutoTimer.Enabled := false;
AutoTimer.free;
AutoTimer := nil;

end;

procedure TKofIO.RestartAutoTimer;
begin
StopAutoTimer;
StartAutoTimer;

end;

II Reset coffee pot, delay after reset and synchronize clock
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II with computer clock
function TKofIO.Reset : boolean;
begin

advancing := false;
CurrentMask := 0;
CmTime :=0;
ChTime := 0;
AmTime :=0;
AhTime :=7;
CLights := 0;
CaddLights := I;
TasteCounter := 0;
resetting := -I;
HoursDown := false;
MinutesDown := False;
HourPresses := 0;
MinutePresses := 0;
if (serI.Reset) then begin
delay(500);
ResetClock;
Reset := true;

end else
Reset := false;

end;

function TKofIO.isReselting : boolean;
begin

isResetting := (resetting <> 0);
end;

II Pulse coffeepot button. Takes care that button presses
II do not follow each other too closely
procedure TKofIO.pulse(mask : Integer);
begin

serl.setBits(mask);
delay(50);
serl.resetBits(mask);
delay(250);

end;

II Just for fun. Generates a running light on the taste leds
procedure TKofIO.Lights;
const
states = 8;
masks: array[0..states] of integer =
(0,
boLEDO,
boLedO or boLEDl,
boLedO or boLED I or boLED2,
boLedO or boLEDI or boLED2 or boLED3,
boLED! or boLED2 or boLED3,
boLED2 or boLED3,
boLED3,
0);

dark: integer = boLEDO or boLEDI or boLED2 or boLED3;
begin

serl.resetBits(dark);
ser1.setBits(masks[CLights]);
lnc(CLights,CaddLights);
If «Clights = states) or (CLights = 0)) then Caddlights := -CaddLights;

end;

II Set the coffee pot clock to the current time.
II precondition: the current clock setting is 00:00
procedure TKofIO.ResetClock;
var h,m : integer;
begin
resetting := dayTime;
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convertIntTime(resetting,h,m);
advanceExtemaITime(h,m);

end;

II Push the hours button
procedure TKofIO.Hours;
begin
if AutoTimer.Enabled then RestartAutoTimer;
Lights;
pulse(boHOURS);

end;

II Push the minutes button
procedure TKofIO.Minutes;
begin
if AutoTimer.Enabled then RestartAutoTimer;
Lights;
pulse(boMINUTES);

end;

II Push the onoff button
procedure TKofIO.OnOff;
begin
H (AutoTimer <> nil) and AutoTimer.Enabled then StopAutoTimer;
H greenLed then GlitchTimer.Enabled := true;
pulse(boONOFF);
II this takes care of a little error in the interface...
I! the yellow led indicator sometimes indicates the yellow led
II is on for a short while when switching off the element

end;

II Push the auto button
procedure TKofIO.Auto;
begin
if (AutoTimer = nil) then

StartAutoTimer
else

RestartAutoTimer;
pulse(boAUTO);

end;

II Push the taste button
procedure TKofIO.TasteButton;
begin
TasteCounter:= (TasteCounter+l) mod 4;
setTaste(Taste);

end;

II Set the taste button to position "t"
procedure TKofIO.TasteButton(t : futeger);
begin
TasteCounter := (TasteCounter + (4 + t - Taste» mod 4;

end;

II set taste switches
procedure TKofIO.setTaste(t : Integer);
const

allleds : integer = boLEDO or boLEDl or boLED2 or boLED3;
leds : array[O..3] of integer = (boLEDO,boLEDl,boLED2,boLED3);
alltastes : integer = NOT (boTASTEO Or boTASTEl);
tastes : array[O..3] of integer = (O,boTASTEO,boTASTEl,boTASTEO or boTASTEl);

begin
t:= tmod4;
ser1.resetBits(alllcds or alltastes);
ser1.setBits(leds[t] or tastes[t]);

end;

II Read current taste setting
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function TKofIO.Taste: Integer;
var
t: Integer;

begin
t:= serl.getInput AND (biTASTEO or biTASTEI or biTASTE2 or biTASTE3);
case t of

biTASTEO: t:= 0;
biTASTEI: t:= I;
biTASTE2: t:= 2;
biTASTE3: t:= 3;

else
raise Exception.Create('Error : Impossible taste value detected.);

end;
Taste := (t+TasteCounter) mod 4;

end;

II Read temperature sensor and adjust
function TKofIO.Temp : Integer;
II 78 = 18 degrees
begin
Temp := 18+Trunc«STemp-78)*(701255»;

end;

II Read level sensor and adjust
function TKofIO.Levei : Integer;
II serl.getLevel
II max value : 235 = 0%
II min value (3 cups) : 84 = 25%
II 4 cups : 50 = 30%
II 5 cups value : 46 = 40%
II 12 cups value : I = 100%
const la: array[O.. II] of Integer =

(235,185,135,84,50,31,26,21,16,11,6,1);
var i,l : Integer;
begin
1:= SLevel;
for i := 0 to 11 do
if I > la[i] then break;

Level := i*lO;
end;

II Read green led status
function TKofIO.GreenLed : boolean;
begin
GreenLed := NOT «serl.getInput And biRELAIS) = biRELAIS);

end;

II Read yellow led status
function TKofIO.YeIlowLed : boolean;
begin
if GlitchTimer.Enabled then

YellowLed:= false
else

YeIlowLed:= (NOT GreenLed) And «serl.getInput And biLED) = biLED);
end;

II Advance external clock hh hours and mm minutes
procedure TKofIO.advanceExternaITime(hh,mm : Integer);
begin
while advancing do delay( 100);
II advancing only allowed when in normal mode
II or when in alarm mode and alarm time is showing
if (not yellowLed) or

(yellowLed and (AutoTimer <> nil) and AutoTimer.Enabled) then begin
advancing := true;
II Real advance is done in a separate thread
Ts := TTimeSetter.Create(serl,hh,mm,advancing);

end;
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end;

II Advance internal time hh hours and mm minutes
procedure TKofIO.advanceInternaITime(hh,mm : Integer);
begin
II advancing only allowed when in normal mode
II or when in alarm mode and alarm time is showing
if (AutoTimer <> nil) and AutoTimer.Enabled then begin

RestartAutoTimer;
Inc(AhTime,hh);
Inc(AmTime,mm);

end else begin
if (not yellowLed) then begin

Inc(ChTime,hh);
Inc(CmTime,mm);

end;
end;

end;

II Read alarm clock setting
procedure TKofIO.Alarm(var hh,mm : Integer);
begin

hh := AhTime;
mm := AmTime;

end;

II Read clock setting
procedure TKofIO.Time(var hh,mm : Integer);
begin
if (AutoTimer <> nil) and AutoTimer.Enabled then

Alarm(hh,mm)
else begin

convertIntTime(dayTime,hh,mm);
hh:= (hh+ChTime) mod 24;
mm := (mm+CmTime) mod 60;

end;
end;

II Read status bits from coffee pot
function TKofIO.Status : Integer;
begin

Status := serl.getInput;
end;

function TKofIO.HoursPressed : Integer;
var i : Integer;
begin
i :=0;
if (resetting = 0) then begin

i := HourPresses;
HourPresses := 0;

end;
HoursPressed := i;

end;

function TKofIO.MinutesPressed : Integer;
var i : Integer;
begin
i :=0;
if (resetting = 0) then begin

i := MinutePresses;
MinutePresses := 0;

end;
MinutesPressed := i;

end;

procedure TKofIO.StatusTimerTimeOut(Sender : TObject);
var sts : Integer;
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begin
sts := serl.getInput;
if not advancing then begin
if (not MinutesDown) and «sts and biMINUTES) = biMINUTES) then

Inc(MinutePresses);
if (not HoursDown) and «sts and biHOURS) = biHOURS) then

Inc(HourPresses);
MinutesDown := «sts and biMINUTES) = biMINUTES);
HoursDown := «sts and biHOURS) = biHOURS);

end;
end;

/I Periodically update data
/I - Running lights when resetting
/I - Taste leds when in operation
/I - Debug form values
procedure TKofIO.UpdateTimerTimeOut(Sender ; TObject);
var i, 0, t, I, h, m : Integer;
begin
II check if still resetting clock
if (resetting> 0) then begin
II it's showtime !!
Lights;
II check if still advancing clock
if not advancing then begin
II seems to be ready, adjust time once more if needed
resetting := dayTime - resetting;
convertIntTime(resetting,h,m);
advanceExtemaITime(h,m);
resetting := 0;

end;
end;
if (resetting = 0) then begin
II showtime is over...set taste indication
setTaste(Taste);

end;
i ;= serl.getInput;
0:= serl.getOutput;
t := ser l.getTemp;
STemp:= t;
1:= serl.getLevel;
SLevel:= I;
KForm I.UpdateMe(o,i,t,I);

end;

procedure TKofIO.AutoTimerTimeOut(Sender : TObject);
begin

StopAutoTimer;
end;

procedure TKofIO.GlitchTimerTimeOut(Sender : TObject);
begin

GlitchTimer.Enabled := false;
end;

/I ShowlHide debug form
procedure TKofIO.showForm(b : boolean);
begin
if (b) then KFormI.Show
else KForml.Hide;

end;

end.

unit NKS Main

II Coffeepot server
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interface

uses
Windows, Forms, SysUtils, Controls, StdCtrls, Graphics,
ExtCtrls, ComCtrls, Classes, Gauges, Utils, NMUDP, jpeg,
KoflO, Session;

type
TMain = class(TForm)

GroupBox2 : TGroupBox;
GroupBox3 : TGroupBox;
GroupBox4 : TGroupBox;
GroupBox5 : TGroupBox;
StatusBarl : TStatusBar;
StatusTimer : TTimer;
HoursButtonTimer : TTimer;
MinutesButtonTimer : TTimer;
HoursSwitchTimer : TTimer;
MinutesSwitchTimer : TTimer;
Panell : TPanel;
BackGround : Tlmage;
TastePanell : Tlmage;
TastePanel2 : Tlmage;
TastePanel3 : Tlmage;
TastePanel4 : Tlmage;
AutoLedl : Tlmage;
OnLedl : Tlmage;
HoursButton : Tlmage;
MinutesButton : Tlmage;
AutoButton : Tlmage;
TasteButton : Tlmage;
OnButton : Tlmage;
TempLabel : TLabel;
DegreesLabel : TLabel;
TimeLabel : TLabel;
LevelGauge : TGauge;
UdpSocket : TNMUDP;
ReplyLB : TMemo;
ReceiveLB : TMemo;
ClearReplyLBButton : TButton;
ClearReceiveLBButton : TButton;
GroupBoxl : TGroupBox;
SessionCheck : TCheckBox;
IOCheck : TCheckBox;
ControlSocket : TNMUDP;

procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
procedure StatusTimerTimeout(Sender: TObject);
procedure HoursButtonTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
procedure MinutesButtonTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
procedure UdpSocketDataReceived(Sender: TComponent; NumberBytes: Integer;
FromIP: String);

procedure UdpSocketStatus(Sender: TComponent; status: String);
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procedure HoursButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;
Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);

procedure MinutesButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;
Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);

procedure HoursSwitchDownO;
procedure MinutesSwitchDownO;
procedure TasteButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;

Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
procedure AutoButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;

Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
procedure OnButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;

Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
procedure HoursSwitchTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
procedure MinutesSwitchTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
procedure ClearReplyLBButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure ClearReceiveLBButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure SessionCheckClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure IOCheckClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure ReceiveControl(Sender: TComponent;

NumberBytes: Integer; FromIP: String);
private

{ Private declarations}
HoursButtonClicks : Integer;
MinutesButtonClicks : Integer;
HoursSwitchClicks : Integer;
MinutesSwitchClicks : Integer;
Sessions : TSession;
OnStatus : boolean;
function HandleCommand(txt: String; IP : String; var msg : String) : boolean;
procedure SendControl(msg : String);
procedure HandleControl(i : Integer);

public
{ Public declarations }

end;

var
Main : TMain;
CoffeePot: TKofIO;
Ctaste : Integer = 3;
FormShown : Boolean = false;
resetcount : Integer = 0;

implementation

{$R *.DFM}

II Create form and initialise objects
II Reset coffeepot
procedure TMain.FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
begin

OnStatus := false;
Sessions := TSession.Create(Selt);

II Sessions.ShowO;
CoffeePot := TKofIO.Create;
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if (not CoffeePot.Reset) then
raise Exception.Create(Error: Coffeepot switched off or disconnected);

end;

/I UDP socket message received
II read data
/I execute command
II send back reply
procedure TMain.UdpSocketDataReceived(Sender: TComponent;

NumberBytes: Integer; FromIP: String);
var

i,j : Integer;
s : string;
msg : String;
b : array[1..256] of Char;
rep: TStringList;

begin
UdpSocket.ReportLevel := Status_Routines;
UdpSocket.ReadBuffer(b,NumberBytes);
S ·- "•.- ,
for i := I to NumberBytes do s := s + b[i];
HandleCommand(s, FromIP, msg);
for i := 1 to Length(msg) do b[i] := msg[i];
i := Length(msg);
rep := Sessions.ReplyIPs;
for j := 0 to rep.Count-l do begin

UdpSocket.RemoteHost := repfj];
II just for local testing...
if (repfj] = '127.0.0.1) then

UdpSocket.RemotePort := UdpSocket.LocaIPort+ 1
else

UdpSocket.RemotePort:= UdpSocket.LocaIPort;
UdpSocket.SendBuffer(b,i);

end;
end;

/I perform command and construct reply
function TMain.HandleCommand(txt : String; IP : String; var msg : String) : boolean;
var h,m : Integer;

cmd : String;
res: TStringList;
rep: TStringList;

begin
ReceiveLB.Lines.Add(txt);
cmd:= txt;
if Sessions.CommandAllowed(cmd,IP) then begin

HandleCommand := true;
res := Sessions.ReplyStrings;
if (cmd='Bye) then Sessions.RemoveClient(IP);
if (cmd='On) then OnButtonMouseDown(Self, mbLeft, [], 0, 0);
if (cmd='Off) then OnButtonMouseDown(Self, mbLeft, [], 0, 0);
if (cmd='Auto) then AutoButtonMouseDown(Self, mbLeft, [], 0, 0);
if (cmd=Hours) then HoursButtonMouseDown(Self, mbLeft, [], 0, 0);
if (cmd=Minutes) then MinutesButtonMouseDown(Self, mbLeft, [], 0, 0);
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if (cmd=Taste) then TasteButtonMouseDown(Self, mbLeft, [], 0, 0);
if (cmd=Tastel) then CoffeePot.TasteButton(O);
if (cmd=Taste2) then CoffeePot.TasteButton(l);
if (cmd=Taste3) then CoffeePot.TasteButton(2);
if (cmd=Taste4) then CoffeePot.TasteButton(3);
if (cmd=Reset) then CoffeePot.Reset;
if (cmd='Status) then begin
res.Add('Connected clients:);
rep := Sessions.Connections;
for h := 0 to rep.Count-l do

res.Add(rep[h]);
if CoffeePot.GreenLed then

res.Add('Green led: on)
else
res.Add('Green led: off);

if CoffeePot.YellowLed then
res.Add(Yellow led: on)

else
res.Add(Yellow led: off);

res.Add(Taste : '+IntToStr(CoffeePot.Taste));
res.Add(Temp : '+IntToStr(CoffeePot.Temp));
res.Add(Level : '+IntToStr(CoffeePot.Level));

end;
end else begin
res := Sessions.ReplyStrings;
HandleCommand := false;

end;
CoffeePot.Time(h,m);
txt := txt + '@' + timeStr(h,m) + r + bin(CoffeePot.Status) + 1';
res .Insert(0,txt) ;
msg:=";
for h := 0 to res.Count-l do begin

ReplyLB.Lines.Add(res[h]);
msg := msg + "M"l + res[h];

end;
end;

II Mouse press on On/Off button
procedure TMain.OnButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;
Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);

begin
if OnStatus then begin
CoffeePot.SwitchOff;
OnStatus := false;

end else begin
CoffeePot.SwitchOn;
OnStatus := true;

end;
end;

II Mouse press on Auto button
procedure TMain.AutoButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;

Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
begin
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CoffeePot.Auto;
end;

II Mouse press on Taste button
procedure TMain.TasteButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;

Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
begin

CoffeePot.TasteButton;
end;

II Mouse press on Minutes button
procedure TMain.MinutesButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject;

Button: TMouseButton; Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
begin

if (MinutesButtonTimer.Enabled) then begin
MinutesButtonTimer.Enabled := false;
Inc(MinutesButtonClicks, 1);

end;
HoursButtonTimer.Enabled := false;
MinutesButtonTimer.Enabled := true;

end;

II Mouse press on Hours button
procedure TMain.HoursButtonMouseDown(Sender: TObject; Button: TMouseButton;

Shift: TShiftState; X, Y: Integer);
begin

if (HoursButtonTimer.Enabled) then begin
HoursButtonTimer.Enabled := false;
Inc(HoursButtonClicks, 1);

end;
MinutesButtonTimer.Enabled := false;
HoursButtonTimer.Enabled := true;

end;

II external press on Minutes button
procedure TMain.MinutesSwitchDownO;
begin
if (MinutesSwitchTimer.Enabled) then begin

MinutesSwitchTimer.Enabled := false;
Inc(MinutesSwitchClicks,1);

end;
HoursSwitchTimer.Enabled := false;
MinutesSwitchTimer.Enabled := true;

end;

II external press on Hours button
procedure TMain.HoursSwitchDownO;
begin

if (HoursSwitchTimer.Enabled) then begin
HoursSwitchTimer.Enabled := false;
Inc(HoursSwitchClicks, 1);

end;
MinutesSwitchTimer.Enabled := false;
HoursSwitchTimer.Enabled := true;
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end;

II Periodic update of server image
procedure TMain.StatusTimerTimeout(Sender: TObject);
var t,h,m : Integer;
begin
II wait until reset sequence finished
II DA values might be be inaccurate
if CoffeePotisResetting then begin

if (resetcount mod 2) < 1 then
StatusBar1.SimpleText := Resetting'

else
StatusBar1.SimpleText := ";

Inc(resetcount);
end else begin

StatusBar1.SimpleText := ";

if (CoffeePot.GreenLed) then begin
OnLedl.Visible := true;

end else begin
OnLedl.Visible := false;

end;

if (CoffeePot.YellowLed) then begin
AutoLedl.Visible:= true;

end else begin
AutoLedl.Visible:= false;

end;

t := CoffeePot.Taste;
if (t <> CTaste) then begin

TastePanell.Visible := False;
TastePanel2.Visible := False;
TastePane13.Visible:= False;
TastePanel4.Visible := False;
CTaste:= t;
case CTaste of

0: TastePanell.Visible := true;
1: TastePanel2.Visible := true;
2: TastePaneI3.Visible:= true;
3: TastePanel4.Visible := true;

end;
end;

TempLabel.Caption := IntToStr(CoffeePot.Temp);
LevelGauge.Progress := CoffeePot.Level;

SendControl(IntToStr(CoffeePot.Temp) + ',' + IntToStr(LeveIGauge.Progress));

t := CoffeePot.HoursPressed;
while t > 0 do begin HoursSwitchDown(); dec(t); end;
t := CoffeePot.MinutesPressed;
while t> 0 do begin MinutesSwitchDown(); dec(t); end;
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if (not HoursButtonTimer.Enabled) and (not MinutesButtonTimer.Enabled) then begin
if (HoursButtonClicks > 0) then begin

CoffeePot.advanceIntemalTime(HoursButtonClicks,O);
CoffeePot.advanceExtemalTime(HoursButtonClicks,O);
HoursButtonClicks := 0;

end;
if (MinutesButtonClicks > 0) then begin

CoffeePot.advanceInternalTime(O,MinutesButtonClicks);
CoffeePot.advanceExternalTime(O,MinutesButtonClicks);
MinutesButtonClicks := 0;

end;
end;

if (not HoursSwitchTimer.Enabled) and (not MinutesSwitchTimer.Enabled) then begin
if (HoursSwitchClicks > 0) then begin

CoffeePot.advanceIntemalTime(HoursSwitchClicks,O);
HoursSwitchClicks := 0;

end;
if (MinutesSwitchClicks > 0) then begin

CoffeePot.advanceIntemalTime(O,MinutesSwitchClicks);
MinutesSwitchClicks := 0;

end;
end;

end;

CoffeePot.Time(h,m);
TimeLabel.Caption := timeStr(h,m);

end;

procedure TMain.UdpSocketStatus(Sender: TComponent; status: String);
begin
IfStatusBarl <> nil then

StatusBarl.SimpleText := status;
end;

II Hours button image delay timer finished
procedure TMain.HoursButtonTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
begin

HoursButtonTimer.Enabled := false;
end;

II Minutes button image delay timer finished
procedure TMain.MinutesButtonTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
begin
MinutesButtonTimer.Enabled := false;

end;

II Hours switch delay timer finished
procedure TMain.HoursSwitchTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
begin

HoursSwitchTimer.Enabled := false;
end;
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II Minutes switch delay timer finished
procedure TMain.MinutesSwitchTimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
begin

MinutesSwitchTimer.Enabled := false;
end;

procedure TMain.ClearReplyLBButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
begin

ReplyLB.Clear;
end;

procedure TMain.ClearReceiveLBButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
begin

ReceiveLB.Clear;
end;

procedure TMain.SessionCheckClick(Sender: TObject);
begin

Sessions.Visible := SessionCheck.Checked;
end;

procedure TMain.IOCheckClick(Sender: TObject);
begin
CoffeePot.ShowForm(lOCheck.Checked);

end;

procedure TMain.HandleControl(i : Integer);
begin

case i of
0: CoffeePot.SwitchOff;
I: CoffeePot.SwitchOn;

end;
end;

procedure TMain.ReceiveControl(Sender: TComponent;
NumberBytes: Integer; FromIP: String);

var
MyStream: TMemoryStream;
TmpStr: String;

begin
MyStream := TMemoryStream.Create;
try
ControISocket.ReadStream(MyStream);
SetLength(TmpStr,NumberBytes);
MyStream.Read(TmpStr[I],NumberBytes);
if OnStatus then
HandleControl(StrToInt(TmpStr»;

finally
MyStream.Free;

end;
end;

procedure TMain.SendControl(msg : String);
var
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i : Integer;
b : array[1..256] of Char;

begin
for i := 1 to Length(msg) do b[i] := msg[i];
i := Length(msg);
ControlSocket.SendBuffer(b,i);

end;

end.

unit PortIOj

/I This unit performs the low level hardware port i/o.
/I Actual i/o is done on assembly code level.
/I no detection is done if the port is used by
/I another program

interface

function InPort(PortAddress: Word) : Byte; assembler; stdcall;
procedure OutPort(PortAddress : Word; Data: Byte); assembler; stdcall;

implementation

/I Perform port input
/I PortAddress : I/O address of port
function InPort(PortAddress : Word) : Byte;
assembler; stdcall;
asm

mov dx,PortAddress
in al,dx

end;

/I Perform port output
/I PortAddress : I/O address of port
/I Data : data byte to write to port
procedure OutPort(PortAddress : Word; Data: Byte);
assembler; stdcall;
asm

moval,Data
mov dX,PortAddress
out dx,al

end;

end.

UnitserIOj

/I serial I/O communication with shift registers / D/A convertor
/I interface card

interface

Uses Windows, comIO, PortlO,Utils;

Const
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II 16 bits are used for output
II 8 bits are used for input

: Integer;
: Integer;

II digital data to be output
II digital data read
II analog data read

/I output bit masks (high active except where mentioned)
boDAI =I shl (outMaxBit); /I enable DfA convertor I (low active)
boDA2 =I shl (outMaxBit-I); II enable DfA convertor 2 (low active)
boRESET =I shl (outMaxBit-2); II reset coffeepot
boLEDO = I shl (outMaxBit-3); II taste led 0
boLEDl = I shl (outMaxBit-4); II taste led I
boLED2 = I shl (outMaxBit-5); II taste led 2
boLED3 =I shl (outMaxBit-6); II taste led 3
boHOURS =I shl (outMaxBit-7); II hours switch
boAUTO =I shl (outMaxBit-8); /I auto switch
boMINUTES = I shl (outMaxBit-9); II minutes switch
boONOFF = 1 shl (outMaxBit-IO); II on/off switch
boTASTEO =I shl (outMaxBit-II); II taste 0 switch
boTASTE1 =I shl (outMaxBit-12); II taste I swi tch
boDummyl =I shl (outMaxBit-13); II spare
boDummy2 =I shl (outMaxBit-14); II spare
boDummy3 =I shl (outMaxBit-15); II spare

/I input bits (0 =off, I =on)
biLED =I shl inMaxBit; /I yellow led
biRELAIS =I shl (inMaxBit-I); /I element relais
biTASTE3 = I shl (inMaxBit-2); II taste 0 select
biTASTE2 =I shl (inMaxBit-3); II taste I select
biTASTEI = I shl (inMaxBit-4); II taste 2 select
biTASTEO = I shl (inMaxBit-5); II taste 3 select
biMINUTES = I shl (inMaxBit-6); II minutes button
biHOURS =I shl (inMaxBit-7); II hours button

Type
II serial 110 controller
TSer =ciass(TObject)
private

Dout : Integer;
Din : Integer;
Ain : Integer;
swapping: boolean;
procedure swap;
function DAI
function DA2

public
constructor Create;
function getTemp : Integer; II read DfA convertor 1
function getLevel: Integer; II read DfA convertor 2
function getlnput: Integer; II read digital inputs
function getOutput: Integer; II read digital output
function Reset : boolean; /I initialise
procedure setOutput(o: Integer); II write digital output
procedure setBits(b: Integer); II set digital output bit
procedure resetBits(b: Integer); II reset digital output bit

end;

implementation

II Using Time here doesn't work right. The minimum amount of
II time measurable using Time is around 60 ms...
II so we do it the old fashioned way
procedure sdelay(m : Integer);
const ms =1000;
var i : integer;
begin
i:=m*ms;
repeat
dec(i);
until i < 0;

end;
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II do one clock pulse
procedure clock;
begin

DTR(I); { Clock on}
sdelay(l);
DTR(O); { Clock off}

end;

II do one strobe pulse
procedure strobe;
begin

RTS(I); { Strobe on }
sdelay(l);
RTS(O); { Strobe off }

end;

II exchange digital input. digital output and analog input
procedure TSer.swap;
Var
n: Byte;

begin
swapping := true;
Strobe; II to activate DfA controller
Din := 0; II init input values
Ain :=0;
II here the assumption is made that outMaxBit >= inMaxBit
for n := 0 to inMaxBit do begin II first inMaxBit+I bits of I/O
if «Dout And (I shl n» > 0) then

TXD(I) II Output data bit
else TXD(O);

if DCD =I then II Read Data bit
Din := Din + (I shl n);

if DSR = I then II Read AID bit
Ain := Ain + (128 shr n);

Clock; II shift clock
end;
for n := inMaxBit+I to outMaxBit do begin II lasting output bits done here
if «Dout And (I shl n» > 0) then

TXD(l) II Output data
else TXD(O);

Clock; II shift clock
end;
Strobe; II latch output data in 4094
swapping := false;

end;

II read DfA convertor I value
function TSer.DAI : integer;
begin

setOutput(Dout and not boDA I or boDA2);
swap;
DAI :=Ain;
setOutput(Dout or boDAI or boDA2);

end;

II read DfA convertor 2 value
function Tser.DA2 : Integer;
begin

setOutput(Dout or boDAI and not boDA2);
swap;
DA2:=Ain;
setOutput(Dout or boDAI or boDA2);

end;

II method to get current DfA convertor 2 value
function TSer.getTemp : Integer;
begin
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getTemp := 2SS-DA2;
end;

II method to get current OfA convetor I value
function TSer.getLevel : Integer;
begin

getLevel := 2SS-DAI;
end;

II method to get current digital input values
function TSer.getInput : Integer;
begin

while (swapping) do
SleepEx(SO,false);

swap;
getInput := Din;

end;

/I method to set digital output values
procedure TSer.setOutput(o : Integer);
begin

while (swapping) do
SleepEx(SO,false);

Dout :=0;
swap;

end;

/I method to set digital output bit
procedure TSer.setBits(b : Integer);
begin
setOutput(Dout or b);

end;

II method to reset digital output bit
procedure TSer.resetBits(b : Integer);
begin

setOutput(Dout and not b);
end;

/I method to get current digital output values
function TSer.getOutput : Integer;
begin

getOutput := Dout;
end;

/I method to reset the interface
function TSer.Reset : boolean;
begin

/I initialise all settings
setOutput(boDAI Or boDA2 And Not boRESET);
/I deselect OfA convertors, activate reset switch
setOutput(boDAI Or boDA2 Or boRESET);
II hold reset for some time
sdelay(lOO);
II deselect OfA convertors, deactivate reset switch
setOutput(boDAI Or boDA2 And Not boRESET);
/I if the coffeepot is disconnected or switched off data read will be 0
Reset := (Din <> 0);

end;

constructor TSer.Create;
begin
II deselect OfA convertors, deactivate reset switch
setOutput(boDAI Or boDA2 And Not boRESET);

end;

end.
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unit TimeSetter;

interface

uses
Classes, SerIO, Uti Is;

type
TIimeSetter = cIass(TThread)
private

{ Private declarations}
protected

h,m : Integer;
bsy : "boolean;
ser: TSer;
procedure Execute; override;
procedure pulse(rnask : Integer);
procedure Hours;
procedure Minutes;

public
constructor Create(s : TSer; hr,rnn : Integer; var b : boolean);

end;

implementation

constructor TIimeSetter.Create(s : TSer; hr,rnn : Integer; var b : boolean);
begin

h:=hr;
m :=rnn;
II seriall/O interface
ser:= s;
II boolean flag indicating that the time setting has finished
bsy:= @b;
II create and start Thread
FreeOnTerminate := true;
inherited Create(false);

end;

procedure TIimeSetter.pulse(rnask : Integer);
begin

ser.setBits(rnask);
delay(50);
ser.resetBits(rnask);
delay(250);

end;

procedure TIimeSetter.Hours;
begin

pulse(boHOURS)
end;

procedure TIimeSetter.Minutes;
begin

pulse(boMlNUTES);
end;

procedure TIimeSetter.Execute;
var i : Integer;
begin
if (h+m) > 0 then begin

Hours;
delay(lOO);
if (h > 0) then

for i := I to h do Hours;
Minutes;
delay(IOO);
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if (m > 0) then
for i := I to m do Minutes;

end;
bsy" := false;
Terminate;

end;

end.

unit Vtils;

interface

uses SysUtils, Delayer;

/I delay nbr of milliseconds
procedure delay( m:Integer );

/I return Integer value as binary string
function bin( b:Integer) : String;

/I return number of seconds since midnight until now
function dayTime: Integer; overload;

/I return number of seconds since midnight at time h,m
function dayTime(h,m : Integer) : Integer; overload;

/I convert number of seconds since midnight to actual hours and minutes
procedure convertIntTime(i : Integer; var h,m : Integer);

/I return time string
function timeStr(h,m : Integer) : String;

implementation

procedure delay(m : Integer);
var dly : TDelay;
begin
dly := TDelay.Create(m);
dly.waitFor;

end;

function bin( b : Integer) : String;
Var s : String;

n: byte;
begin
s:= ";
for n := 0 to 15 do begin
if (b and I) > 0 then

s := 'I' + s
else s := '0' + s;

b := b shr I;
end;
bin :=s;

end;

function timeStr(h,m : Integer) : String;
var s : String;
begin
s:= ";
if (h < 10) then s := ";
s := s + IntToStr(h);
S :=5 + ':';
if (m < 10) then s := s + '0';
s := s + IntToStr(m);
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timeStr:= s;
end;

function dayTime: Integer;
var

t : TDateTime;
begin

t :=Now;
dayTime := Trunc(24*60*60*(t-Trunc(t»);

end;

function dayTime(h,m : Integer) : Integer;
begin

dayTime := 60*(h*60+m);
end;

/I convert seconds since midnight to hours and minutes
procedure convertintTime(i : Integer; var h,m : Integer);
begin

m:= i div60;
h:= m div 60;
m := m - (h*60);

end;

end.
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Appendix K: Tabular format

<html>

<HI> session_starter <!HI>
<UL>
<LI> On <ILl>
<LI> Auto <ILl>
<!UL>
<HI> session_stopper <!HI>
<UL>
<LI> Bye <ILl>
<LI> Off <ILl>
<!UL>
<HI> Allowed_durin{Lsession <!HI>
<UL>
<LI> Bye <ILl>
<LI> Off <ILl>
<LI> Hours <ILl>
<LI> Minutes <ILl>
<LI> Tastel <ILl>
<LI> Taste2 <ILl>
<LI> Taste3 <ILl>
<LI> Taste4 <ILl>
<LI> Status <ILl>
<!UL>
<HI> NoCdurin{Lsession <!HI>
<UL>
<LI> Bye <ILl>
<LI> On <ILl>
<LI> Auto <ILl>
<LI> Status <ILl>
<!UL>
<HI> Access_by_owner <!HI>
<UL>
<LI> Bye <ILl>
<LI> Off <ILl>
<LI> Hours <ILl>
<LI> Minutes <ILl>
<LI> Taste 1 <ILl>
<LI> Taste 2 <ILl>
<LI> Taste 3 <ILl>
<LI> Taste 4 <ILl>
<LI> Status <ILl>
<!UL>
<HI> Ownecexcluded <!HI>
<UL>
<LI> Bye <ILl>
<LI> Status <ILl>
<!UL>
<HI> Feedback_initiator <!HI>
<UL>
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<LI> On <ILl>
<LI> Off <ILl>
<LI> Auto <ILl>
<LI> Hours <ILl>
<LI> Minutes <ILl>
<LI> Taste1 <ILl>
<LI> Taste2 <ILl>
<LI> Taste3 <ILl>
<LI> Taste4 <ILl>
<LI> status <ILl>
<!UL>
<Hi> Feedback_excluded <!Hi>
<UL>
<LI> Bye <ILl>
<LI> On <ILl>
<LI> Off <ILl>
<LI> Auto <ILl>
<LI> Hours <ILl>
<LI> Minutes <ILl>
<LI> Taste 1 <ILl>
<LI> Taste 2 <ILl>
<LI> Taste 3 <ILl>
<LI> Taste 4 <ILl>
<!UL>
<lHTML>
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Appendix L: Units for session protocol

unit Parser;

interface

uses
Dialogs;

const
L=['A'.. Z','a'.. 'z1;
LDU=[ 'A'.. Z','a'.. 'z',U'..9 ','_1;
Blank=[' ',#10,#13,#9];

type
TokenRec = record
Token: (h1,endh1,ul,endul,li,endli,ident,finished,fatal);
Ident : String;

end;

function Open(FileName : String) : Boolean;
procedure Close;
function Parse: TokenRec;

implementation

var
F : TextFile;
ch : Char = ' ';
State: 1..17 = 1;
PState : 1..8 = 1;
Fn : String;

function Open(FileName : String) : Boolean;
var ok : boolean;
begin
Fn:= FileName;
{$I- }
Assignfile(F,Fn);
ok := (IOResult = 0);
if (not ok) then

MessageDlg(File not found: '''+Fn+"'', mtWarning, [mbOk], 0)
else begin

Reset(F);
ok := (IOResult = 0);
if (not ok) then

MessageDlg(File reset error on: '''+Fn+"'', mtWarning, [mbOk], 0);
end;
{$I+}
Open:= ok;

end;
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procedure Close;
begin

{$I- }
CloseFile(F);
if IOResult <> 0 then

MessageDlg('Close file error on: "'+Fn+"", mtWarning, [mbOk], 0);
{$I+ }

end;

function GetChar : Char;
var nch : char;
begin
read(F, nch);
Result := nch;

end;

function GetToken : TokenRec;
var

tok : TokenRec;
id : array [0..255] of Char;
index: integer;
found: boolean;

begin
found:=false;
index:=O;
repeat

case State of
1 :begin

if ch in Blank then State:=1
else if ch='<' then State:=2
else if ch in L then begin State:=16; index:=O; id[index]:=ch; end
else begin State:=17; found := true; end;

end;
2 :begin

if ch=H' then State:=3
else if ch=U' then State:=5
else if ch=L' then State:=7
else if ch='/' then State:=9
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
3 :begin

if ch='1 ' then State:=4
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
4 :begin

ifch=,>'then begin State:=I; tok.Token:=hl; tok.Ident:="; found:=true; end
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
5 :begin

if ch=L' then State:=6
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
6 :begin

if ch='>'then begin State:=I; tok.Token:=ul; tok.Ident:="; found:=true; end
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else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;
end;

7 :begin
if ch=l' then State:=8
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
8 :begin

ifch='>'then begin State:=1; tokToken:=li; tok.Ident:="; found:=true; end
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
9 :begin

if ch=H' then State:=10
else if ch=U'then State:=12
else if ch=L' then State:=14
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
lO:begin

if ch='1' then State:=11
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
ll:begin

if ch='>' then begin State:=1; tok.Token:=endh1; tok.Ident:="; found:=true; end
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
12:begin

if ch=L' then State:=13
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
13:begin

if ch='>' then begin State:=1; tok.Token:=endul; tokldent:="; found:=true; end
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
14:begin

if ch=1' then State:=15
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
15:begin

ifch='>'then begin State:=1; tok.Token:=endli; tok.Ident:="; found:=true; end
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
16:begin

if ch in LDU then begin State:=16; inc(index); id[index]:=ch; end
else ifch=' 'then begin State:=1; tok.Token:=ident; inc(index); id[index]:=#O; tok.ldent:=id; id:=";

found:=true; end
else if ch='<' then begin State:=2; tokToken:=ident; inc(index); id[index] :=#0; tok.Ident:=id; id:=";

found:=true; end
else begin State:=17; found:=true; end;

end;
else

begin State:=17; found:=true; end;
end;
if (not Eof(F)) then
ch:=GetChar

else begin
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tok.Token:=finished;
tok.Ident:=";
found:=true;

end;
until found;
if State=17 then begin

State:=I;
tok.Token:=fatal;
tok.Ident:=";

end;
Result:=tok;

end;

function Parse: TokenRec;
var

tok : TokenRec;
ok : boolean;

begin
tok:=GetToken;
ok:= true;
case PState of

l:begin
if tok.Token=hl then begin PState:=2; ok:=true; end
else PState:=8;

end;
2:begin

iftok.Token=ident then PState:=3
else PState:=8;

end;
3:begin

if tok.Token=endhl then PState:=4
else PState:=8;

end;
4:begin

if tok.Token=u1 then PState:=5
else PState:=8;

end;
5:begin

if tok.Token=li then PState:=6
else if tok.Token=endul then begin PState:=I; ok:=true; end
else PState:=8;

end;
6:begin

iftok.Token=ident then PState:=7
else PState:=8;

end;
7:begin

if tok.Token=endli then PState:=5
else PState:=8;

end;
8:begin

ok:=false;
end;

end;
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if (not ok) and (tok.Token <> finished) then begin
tok.Token:=fatal;
tok.Ident:=";

end;
if (Tok.Token in [finished,fatal)) then Close;
Parse := tok;

end;

end.
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unit Session;

interface

uses
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms, Dialogs,
StdCtrls,
Parser;

type
TSession = c1ass(TForm)

GroupBoxl: TGroupBox;
GroupBox2: TGroupBox;
GroupBox3: TGroupBox;
GroupBox4: TGroupBox;
GroupBox5: TGroupBox;
GroupBox6: TGroupBox;
GroupBox7: TGroupBox;
GroupBox8: TGroupBox;
GroupBox9: TGroupBox;
OwnerOnlyList: TListBox;
OwnerExcludedList: TListBox;
SessionStartersList: TListBox;
SessionStoppersList: TListBox;
FeedBackToInitiatorList: TListBox;
FeedBackToOthersList: TListBox;
GroupBoxlO: TGroupBox;
GroupBoxll: TGroupBox;
SessionActiveList: TListBox;
GroupBoxl4: TGroupBox;
SessionInactiveList: TListBox;
GroupBoxl5: TGroupBox;
GroupBox13: TGroupBox;
SessionOwnerList: TListBox;
GroupBoxl2: TGroupBox;
ConnectedBox: TListBox;
GroupBoxl6: TGroupBox;
ReplyBox: TListBox;
procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject);

private
{ Private declarations}
AllCommandsList : TStringList;
ReplyList : TStringList;
ResultList : TStringList;
ConnectedList : TStringList;
function ProcessList(lb : TListBox) : Integer;
procedure ReplyTo(cmd : String; initiator: String);

public
{ Public declarations }
function CommandAllowed(cmd : String; initiator: String) : boolean;
function ReplyStrings : TStringList;
function ReplyIPs : TStringList;
function Connections: TStringList;
procedure RemoveClient(IP : String);
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end;

implementation

var
tok : TokenRec;
state : Integer == 0;

{$R *.DFM}

function TSession.ProcessList(lb : TListBox) : Integer;
var itemid : String;
begin
state :== 10;
repeat

tok :== Parse;
case state of

10: /I list starter list
if (tokToken == ul) then

state :== 11
else

state :== 90;
11: if (tok.Token == li) then

state :== 12
else if (tokToken == endul) then

state :== 0
else

state :== 90;
12: if tokToken == ident then begin

itemid :== tok.Ident;
state :== 13;

end else
state :== 90;

13: if (tokToken == endli) then begin
Ib.Items.Add(itemid);
if (AllCommandsList.IndexOf(itemid) == -1) then
AlICommandsList.Add(itemid);

state :== 11;
end else

state :== 90;
else

state :== 90;
end;

until not (state in [10,11,12,13]);
ProcessList :== state;

end;

procedure TSession.FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
var

fn : String;
tableid : String;

begin
AllCommandsList :== TStringList.Create;
ReplyList :== TStringList.Create;
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ResultList := TStringList.Create;
ConnectedList := TStringList.Create;
fn:= HTMLTable.htrnl';
if Open(fn) then begin

repeat
tok := Parse;
case state of
o:if (tok.Token = hI) then

state:= 2
else

state:= 90;
2: if (tok.Token = ident) then begin

state := 3; tableid := tok.Ident;
end else

state:= 90;
3: if (tok.Token = endhI) then begin

if (tableid = 'Session_starters) then
state := ProcessList(SessionStartersList)

else if (tableid = 'Session_stoppers) then
state := ProcessList(SessionStoppersList)

else if (tableid = 'Session_active) then
state := ProcessList(SessionActiveList)

else if (tableid = 'Session_inactive) then
state := ProcessList(SessionInactiveList)

else if (tableid = 'Owneconly) then
state := ProcessList(OwnerOnlyList)

else if (tableid = 'Ownecexcluded) then
state := ProcessList(OwnerExcludedList)

else if (tableid = Feedback_to_initiator) then
state := ProcessList(FeedBackToInitiatorList)

else if (tableid = Feedback_to_others) then
state := ProcessList(FeedBackToOthersList)

else state := 90;
end else

state:= 90;
90: tok.Token := fatal;

end;
until tok.Token in [fatal,finished];
if tok.Token = fatal then

MessageDlg(Error in input file: "'+fn+"' at '+tok.Ident, mtWarning, [mbOk], 0);
end;

end;

procedure TSession.ReplyTo(cmd : String; initiator: String);
var i : Integer;
begin
ReplyList.Clear;
if (FeedbackToOthersList.Items.Indexof(cmd) <> -1) then

for i := 0 to ConnectedBox.Items.Count-I do
if (ConnectedBox.Items[i] <> initiator) then

ReplyList.Add(ConnectedBox.Items[i]);
if (FeedbackToInitiatorList.Items.Indexof(cmd) <> -1) then

ReplyList.Add(initiator);
ReplyBox.Items.Clear;
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for i := 0 to ReplyList.Count-l do
ReplyBox.Items.Add(ReplyList[i]);

end;

function TSession.CommandAllowed(cmd : String; initiator: String) : boolean;
begin
II add connection if not already registered
if (ConnectedBox.Items.Indexof(initiator) = -1) then begin

ConnectedBox.Items.Add(initiator);
ConnectedList.Add(initiator);

end;

II errors go to initiator only...
ReplyList.Clear;
ReplyList.Add(initiator);
ReplyBox.ltems.Clear;
ReplyBox.Items.Add(initiator);
ResultList.Clear;

II command given must exist
if (AllCommandsList.Indexof(cmd) = -1) then begin

ResultList.Add(Error: Unknown command');
CommandAllowed := false;
exit;

end;

if (SessionOwnerList.Items.Count = 0) then begin
II session inactive, must be a session-inactive command
if (SessionlnActiveList.Items.Indexof(cmd) =-1) then begin

ResultList.Add(Error: Command not allowed while session inactive. ');
CommandAllowed := false;
exit;

end;
end else begin
II session active, must be a session-active command
if (SessionActiveList.Items.Indexof(cmd) = -1) then begin

ResultList.Add(Error: Command not allowed while session active. ');
CommandAllowed := false;
exit;

end;

if (SessionOwnerList.Items.Indexof(initiator) = -1) then begin
II command issued by non-session owner
if (OwnerExcludedList.Items.Indexof(cmd) = -1) then begin

ResultList.Add(Error: Command not allowed for non-session owner. ');
CommandAllowed := false;
exit;

end;
end else begin
II command issued by session owner
if (OwnerOnlyList.Items.Indexof(cmd) = -1) then begin

ResultList.Add(Error: Command not allowed for session owner. ');
CommandAllowed := false;
exit;
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end;
end;

end;

if (SessionStartersList.Items.Indexof(cmd) <> -1) then
SessionOwnerList.Items.Add(initiator);

if (SessionStoppersList.Items.Indexof(cmd) <> -1) then
SessionOwnerList.Items.Clear;

ReplyTo(cmd,initiator);
CommandAllowed := true;

end;

function TSession.ReplyStrings : TStringList;
begin

ReplyStrings := ResultList;
end;

function TSession.ReplyIPs : TStringList;
begin
ReplyIPs := ReplyList;

end;

function TSession.Connections : TStringList;
begin

Connections := ConnectedList;
end;

procedure TSession.RemoveClient(IP : String);
begin

if (SessionOwnerList.Items.Indexof(IP) <> -1) then
SessionOwnerList.Items.Clear;

if (ConnectedBox.Items.Indexof(IP) <> -1) then begin
ConnectedBox.Items.Delete(ConnectedBox.Items.Indexof(IP));
ConnectedList.Delete(ConnectedList.IndexOf(IP));

end;
end;

end.
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